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A covalent dinucleotide intermediate in nonenzymatic RNA polymerization
Abstract
The origin of life on Earth encompasses the prebiotic synthesis of chemical compounds
to the formation of the first cells and eventually, the last universal common ancestor. The exact
nature of the earliest life forms capable of replication on Earth is a source of much speculation,
but RNA has long been presumed to play a key role in the origin of life for its dual capacity of
storing genetic information and performing catalytic functions. However, a life form
predominantly based upon RNA replication and evolution has yet to be proven experimentally. A
major obstacle toward demonstrating this hypothesis is the difficulty of copying RNA without
the aid of protein enzymes. To address this limitation, my dissertation work has focused on
understanding the chemical mechanism of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization in order to
identify new strategies that will help enable RNA self-replication. My interrogation of the
mechanism led to the identification of a covalent dinucleotide intermediate that is characterized
by an imidazolium moiety linking the phosphate groups of two nucleotides. This imidazoliumbridged intermediate accounts for the majority of the rate of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization,
and is pre-organized to specifically undergo template-directed phosphodiester bond formation.
The improved understanding of the reaction mechanism explains many enigmatic features of
nonenzymatic RNA polymerization and suggests a variety of new strategies to improve the yield
and rate of this reaction.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction: Nonenzymatic RNA polymerization during the origin of life

1

A deep root of RNA in the tree of life
Despite the diversity of life observed today, all living organisms are deeply connected at
the molecular level, with minor exceptions, by the main biomolecular classes and genetic code.
These shared fundamental properties imply the existence of a Last Universal Common Ancestor
(LUCA) from which extant life subsequently evolved (Woese and Fox, 1977). Complete with large
macromolecular complexes, such as ribosomes and a DNA genome, LUCA must have been the
product of untold preceding generations (Weiss et al., 2018). This period of pre-LUCA cellular
life is poorly constrained by molecular and geochemical fossils. Instead, an understanding of early
Earth geochemistry and a plausible repertoire of simple compounds may provide the chemistry
that leads to life (Sutherland, 2016). The self-assembly of these simple molecules into primitive
metabolic networks and longer biopolymers would then result in early cellular life. In both cases,
the top-down and bottom-up approaches converge upon an unassuming combination of nucleic
acids, amino acids, and fatty acids.
A typical assumption that has guided the discourse on early cellular life has been that
simpler systems of life preceded more complex ones. A major success of this assumption has been
the proposal of an RNA world (Cech, 2012). The RNA world hypothesis generally states that both
genetic material and catalytic functions were predominately mediated by RNA polymers during
the origin of life. In other words, both the DNA genome and protein enzymes of today’s cells
would have been preceded by an RNA genome and ribozymes. This hypothesis simplifies preLUCA cellular life by eliminating the need for DNA and proteins. In addition to its resolution of
the “chicken and egg” paradox, the RNA world hypothesis also predicted functional RNAs in
extant biology long before their discovery. A most convincing piece of evidence for the RNA
world is the catalytic center of the ribosome, which is composed of RNA and catalyzes peptide
bond formation. This suggests that complex RNA macromolecules must have preceded coded
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proteins. Other relics of the RNA world are believed to be the wide range of RNA modifications,
as well as the variety of metabolites covalently linked to RNA nucleotides (Jadhav and Yarus,
2002).

A proposed path to RNA self-replication
Despite its explanatory power, the RNA world hypothesis also presents currently
unresolved questions regarding the replication of functional RNA sequences without protein
enzymes (Szostak, 2012). A major obstacle to addressing the questions concerning the RNA world
is that protein enzymes have long-since replaced many of the supposed ribozymes of this era. Thus,
experimental approaches have relied upon in vitro selection and evolution of natural and artificial
ribozymes that catalyze reactions involved in RNA replication. These approaches only
demonstrate the potential of RNA to self-replicate, and are not meant to exactly resurrect the
circumstances of RNA self-replication during the actual origin of life. However, the chemical
reactions catalyzed by ribozymes, such as ligation and polymerization, are well suited for aiding
the replication of RNA. In particular, the class I RNA polymerase ribozyme is capable of
processive RNA polymerization over a variety of template sequences, but not yet with the same
processivity or sequence-generality as protein polymerases (Joyce and Szostak, 2018). Continued
experimental evolution of ribozyme-catalyzed RNA polymerization may one day lead to
generalized sequence copying and self-replication.
Although the above examples demonstrate the potential of ribozymes for self-replication,
the sequence length (> 100 base pairs) and complexity (e.g. non-repetitive) of most ribozymes
are beyond the limits of prebiotic synthesis. Starting with activated monomers, random
polymerization yields oligomers that are less than 20 base pairs, even in extreme conditions of
eutectic phases and unrealistically high concentrations of monomer (Monnard et al., 2003;
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Kanavarioti, 1998). However, random oligomerization up to 55 base pairs can be achieved with
montmorillonite as a catalyst, in which case the RNA oligomer is adhered to the surface of the
mineral (Ferris et al., 1996). This suggests that additional processes must have facilitated the
synthesis of longer RNA polymers. For example, cycles of chemical reactivation and random
polymerization should lead to small amounts of longer polymers, but this has not been
demonstrated. Yet even if small amounts of relatively short (~ 50 base pair) polymers can form
through random polymerization, this may not be sufficient to produce functional RNA
sequences, let alone catalytic self-replication. Functional RNA sequences can be exceedingly
rare, even for simple functions (Jiménez et al., 2013). Sequence space becomes inexhaustible
with longer lengths, and random polymerization could only produce one copy of a hypothetical
replicator, which cannot act both as template and catalyst at the same time (Szostak et al., 2001).
Another approach to bridge the gap between random polymerization and RNA selfreplication is to invoke template-directed catalysis. Short (~ 4–30 base pairs) single-stranded
RNA oligomers can act as a template to catalyze the synthesis of a reverse complement sequence
(Fakhrai et al., 1981; Grzeskowiak and Orgel, 1986). In contrast to random polymerization,
template-directed polymerization preserves sequences information, thereby providing a potential
route to sequence replication. Both polymerization and ligation reactions can occur in a templatedirected manner to direct the synthesis of RNA oligomers greater than that achieved through
random polymerization (Sulston et al., 1968; Lohrmann and Orgel, 1979; Sawai et al., 2006).
Inherent biases in the copying reaction and other degradative processes would presumably favor
the amplification of certain sequences, defined by the exact reaction conditions (Figure 1.1). As
this model anticipates, the combination of template-directed and random polymerization
reactions would inevitably lead to multiple copies of long RNA polymers and eventually
ribozymes.
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Figure 1.1 Model for early genetic evolution from random polymerization to template-directed
polymerization. First, activated RNA monomers (*T) would be synthesized prebiotically. Each
color represents a different nucleotide base. Next, activated RNA monomers randomly react with
each other to form longer RNA oligomers. By chance, some of these oligomers would have
complementary sequences and hybridize. In this scenario, template-directed polymerization and
ligation reactions could occur that would favor nonenzymatic replication of RNA sequences.

In summary, RNA shows the potential for self-replication at both the level of
nonenzymatic, template-directed catalysis of chemical reactions as well as through ribozyme
catalyzed reactions. The path to early RNA evolution during the origin of life could comprise
four divisions: (1) prebiotic synthesis of chemically activated RNA nucleotides, (2) random
polymerization of chemically activated nucleotides, (3) nonenzymatic copying and replication of
RNA, and (4) the emergence of ribozymes that aid their own replication (Joyce, 2002; Orgel,
2004). Natural selection would subsequently favor more complex forms of self-replication,
involving cellular compartmentalization and protein synthesis, eventually leading to LUCA and
life as we know it.
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Experimental Template-directed nonenzymatic RNA polymerization
A key stage in the model pathway to an RNA world is that RNA polymers would
somehow be able to undergo cycles of self-replication in the absence of evolved catalysts.
However, cycles of nonenzymatic RNA self-replication has not been experimentally
demonstrated, in large part due to limitations of the template-directed copying reactions. Only
under highly optimized reaction conditions can a template catalyze even partial copying of a
reverse complement sequence using activated monomers (Szostak, 2012). More often, the
copying reaction stalls before synthesis of the reverse complement strand is complete, resulting
in a series of truncated oligomer products of various lengths. An understanding of why this is the
case requires a more detailed description of the polymerization reaction.
As an ideal scenario, let us consider an RNA primer that is stably bound to a singlestranded RNA template through standard Watson-Crick base pairing. Next to the 3′ end of the
template-bound primer, an RNA monomer reversibly binds the template and reacts with the
primer to form a new phosphodiester bond (Kurz et al., 1997). This reaction extends the primer
by a single nucleotide in the 5′ to 3′ direction, analogous to the reaction catalyzed by a
polymerase enzyme. Only the correct, complementary monomer can bind the template through
Watson-Crick base pairing and iteratively extend the primer over the entire template sequence to
form a full reverse complement sequence with high fidelity (Figure 1.2). Without enzymes to
catalyze the reaction, the geometry of the RNA primer/template duplex is sufficient to organize
the reaction center in favor of sequence-dependent polymerization.
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Figure 1.2 Idealized model of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization by primer extension. In this
diagram, a 3-nucleotide primer is bound to a 10-nucleotide template. The monomers are typically
present in large excess (> 103 x) over the primer/template duplex, and not shown in proportion
here. In the first cycle of primer extension, only the red monomer (*T) pairs with the
complementary blue templating base and reacts with the primer to extend the growing strand by
a single nucleotide. Subsequent rounds of primer extension lead to full synthesis of the reverse
complement strand.

Unfortunately, the experimental reality of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization falls far
short of the idealized example. One major discrepancy involves several aspects of the binding of
the RNA monomer to the template. First, the binding affinity of RNA monomers to the template
can be very weak and relatively non-specific, such that template-directed polymerization is too
slow and error-prone (Izgu et al., 2015; Kervio et al., 2016). Recent measurements of the binding
affinity between RNA monomers and the template adjacent to the 3′ end of a primer indicate a
Kd on the order of 10 mM for guanosine-5′-monophosphate (GMP), cytidine-5′-monophosphate
(CMP), and adenosine-5′-monophosphate (AMP), but the affinity of uridine-5′-monophosphate
was too low to measure (estimated Kd > 500 mM) The low affinity of monomers is likely a main
reason behind the historically low yields of template-directed RNA polymerization of U
monomers on poly-A templates (Stribling and Miller, 1991).
In addition to problems with affinity, noncanonical interactions can decrease the fidelity
of the reaction. The classic example is wobble base pairing, which results in high incorporation
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of a G monomer across from a templating U base instead of correct incorporation of the A
monomer (Figure 1.3) (Zielinski et al., 2000). Recent crystal structures of template-bound RNA
monomers also revealed a variety of additional noncanonical interactions between G monomers
across from templating C bases, but the possible effect of these noncanonical interactions on
nonenzymatic polymerization is currently unclear (Zhang et al., 2016). Regardless, the idealized
scenario of standard Watson-Crick base pairing between the RNA monomer and template
followed by high fidelity polymerization is an oversimplification of the wide variety of
unexpected interactions and side reactions that occur in nonenzymatic template-directed copying.

Figure 1.3 Examples of base pairing interactions observed between RNA monomers and the
template. Hydrogen bonds shown by blue dashed lines. Canonical Watson-Crick G-C base
pairing leads to correct incorporation during nonenzymatic polymerization reaction. Wobble
base pairing can lead to misincorporation of a G monomer across from a templating U base.
Other examples of noncanonical G-C base pairing (only one shown here) have also been
observed by X-ray crystallography (Zhang et al., 2016).

Short “helper” RNA oligomers and other strategies that improve binding of the monomer
A standard approach to improve nonenzymatic RNA polymerization involves a slightly
more complicated reaction system. In addition to the RNA template, primer, and monomers,
short RNA trimers are also added into the reaction mixture (Deck et al., 2011). The short RNA
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oligomers bind the template at a position one nucleotide downstream from that of the monomer
and act as “helpers” that catalyze template-directed polymerization of all four nucleotides
(Figure 1.4). Multiple cycles of template-directed polymerization in this experimental system
requires dissociation of the helper from the template after each nucleotide addition and
association of a new downstream helper in order to expose the single-stranded RNA template
beside the 3′ end of the growing primer.

Figure 1.4 A cycle of primer extension catalyzed by short downstream helpers based upon the
study of Deck et al., 2011. In contrast to earlier figures, the colors denote different components
of the reaction system. An activated monomer (red) binds the primer/template duplex (black)
beside a template-bound downstream helper (blue). The activated monomer reacts with the
primer and extends it by one nucleotide (added nucleotide still indicated by red). After
phosphodiester bond formation, the first activated helper (blue) is replaced by a second
downstream helper (purple) to expose the template beside the elongating primer.

The catalysis mediated by downstream helper oligomers is believed to result from several
distinct effects. Once a downstream helper binds the template, it can create a single-nucleotide
gap with high binding affinity for monomers (Tam et al., 2017). This may be especially relevant
for A and U monomers that typically have poor binding affinity for the template. In addition to
affinity, X-ray crystallography structures revealed that the downstream helper promotes WatsonCrick base pairing between the monomer and template (Zhang et al., 2018a). Watson-Crick base
pairing appears to be more favorable for nonenzymatic polymerization than some of the
9

noncanonical base pairs observed when monomers bind the template in the absence of helper
oligomers. Finally, the presence of the helper oligomer can decrease the distance between the
monomer and the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer, which should favor phosphodiester bond formation.
Although helper RNA oligos improve nonenzymatic RNA polymerization, the copying of
complex functional RNA sequences still remains beyond current capabilities. Helper RNA oligos
have been combined with a variety of other approaches to even further improve nonenzymatic
copying. For example, over one hundred RNA modifications exist in cells today, some with
extensive evolutionary conservation, suggesting that modified RNA molecules may have played
a role during the origin of life (Balke et al., 2015). Prebiotic chemical reactions can synthesize
modified RNA bases and nucleotides (Callahan et al., 2011; Kim and Benner, 2017; Stairs et al.,
2018). Only a handful of potentially prebiotic or extant RNA base modifications have been
examined in nonenzymatic RNA polymerization reactions (Webb and Orgel, 1982; Hill et al.,
1991; Rembold et al., 1994; Heuberger et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2018). Notably, the RNA
modification called 2-thiouridine improves nonenzymatic RNA polymerization when used in
either the template sequence or the RNA monomer (Figure 1.5). Inosine has also been shown to
be compatible with nonenzymatic RNA polymerization, although producing lower rates than
guanosine as a monomer or in the template sequence.

Figure 1.5 Examples of modified RNA bases and their unmodified counterparts that have been
studied in nonenzymatic RNA polymerization.
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Chemical activation of the monomer using imidazole leaving groups
To explain the next advances in template-directed copying, an even more detailed
account of the chemistry behind nonenzymatic RNA polymerization is required. There are many
types of activation chemistry that have been used to study nonenzymatic RNA polymerization,
but one of the most extensively studied and successful approaches involves RNA monomers
called nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-imidazolides (Weimann et al., 1968). These RNA monomers are
similar to the nucleotide-5′-triphosphate monomers used by RNA polymerases inside the cell,
except that an imidazole group is linked to the alpha phosphate group instead of pyrophosphate
(Figure 1.6). This replacement of pyrophosphate by imidazole makes the RNA monomer much
more reactive. For example, a nonenzymatic ligation reaction using triphosphate activation
occurs on the scale of years, while reactions using phosphoro-imidazolide activation can occur
on the scale of days (Lohrmann and Orgel, 1979; Rohatgi, et al.,1996). Nonenzymatic RNA
polymerization utilizing biological nucleotide-5′-triphosphate monomers is likely much slower
than the ligation reaction, and has not been reported to occur.

Figure 1.6 Chemical structures of RNA monomers. Leaving groups are shown in red. X can
denote any nucleobase.
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In the template-directed polymerization reaction of nucleotide-5′-phosphoroimidazolides, this RNA monomer first binds the template and reacts with a hydroxyl group of the
primer to generate a phosphodiester bond and extend the primer by a single nucleotide. The
hydroxyl group of the primer attacks the phosphate group of the template bound monomer,
breaking the P–N bond linking the phosphate to imidazole, in order to create the O–P bond of the
phosphodiester linkage. In this sense, imidazole functions as a leaving group. Compared to other
leaving groups tested in nonenzymatic polymerization, imidazoles have been synthesized
prebiotically and are compatible with in situ activation methods to generate the nucleotide-5′phosphoro-imidazolide monomer (Chu et al., 1983; Oró et al., 1984; Kanaya and Yanagawa,
1986; Fahrenbach et al., 2017; Mariani et al., 2018). It is also interesting to note that imidazole
rings appear in histidine and purines of modern biology (Vázquez-Salazar et al., 2018).
As the leaving group of the RNA monomer, the imidazole ring helps determine many
properties of the nonenzymatic RNA polymerization reaction. For example, improved yields of
nonenzymatic RNA polymerization were achieved when the imidazole leaving group of the
RNA monomer was replaced with 2-methylimidazole, and even better with 2-aminoimidazole
(Inoue and Orgel, 1981; Li et al., 2017). In addition, it was observed that nonenzymatic
polymerization using imidazole as the leaving group produced 2′-5′ linked polymers, while
reactions using 2-methylimidazole or 2-aminoimidazole produced 3′-5′ linked polymers
(Lohrmann and Orgel, 1977; Inoue and Orgel, 1981; Giurgiu et al., 2017). Without an enzyme to
guide the reaction, nonenzymatic polymerization can occur by attack of either the 2′ or 3′
hydroxyl of the RNA primer on the 5′ phosphate of the monomer, resulting in structural isomers
(Figure 1.7). In fact, the 2′ hydroxyl of RNA is more nucleophilic than the 3′ hydroxyl
(Kanavarioti et al., 1999). This is important because 3′-5′ linkages are the predominant linkagetype observed in life today and are more stable than 2′-5′ linked RNA polymers (Usher and
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McHale, 1976). In addition, 2′-5′ linked RNA polymers inhibit nonenzymatic polymerization
when incorporated into the template sequence (Prakash et al., 1997).

Figure 1.7 Nonenzymatic polymerization resulting in either 3′-5′ or 2′-5′ phosphodiester
linkages. Primer terminus shown in black. Incoming monomer shown in red. Template not
shown. X represents any nucleobase. (a) Attack by the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer on the
phosphate of the monomer creates a 3′-5′ linkage. (b) Attack by the 2′-hydroxyl of the primer on
the phosphate of the monomer creates a 2′-5′ linkage.

The proposal of a leaving group – leaving group interaction
The demonstrated benefits of 2-methylimidazole as a leaving group on the monomer
include increased yield of natural 3′-5′ linked RNA polymers, but mixed template copying still
proved very inefficient (Wu and Orgel, 1992a; Hill et al., 1993). To address this limitation,
efforts were directed toward combining 2-methylimidazole activated monomers with
downstream helper oligos in order to benefit from both approaches (Prywes et al., 2016).
Surprisingly, primer extension appeared to be 100 times slower with a downstream helper bound
13

to the template at the +2 position than with a second activated monomer bound in the +2
position. However, a strong catalytic effect on the rate of primer extension was observed if the
downstream helper was also activated with a 2-methylimidazole group (Figure 1.8a). These
results suggested a possible interaction between the imidazole groups of template-bound RNA
monomers and helpers during template-directed nonenzymatic RNA primer extension reactions.
Utilizing downstream trinucleotide helpers with 5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolide activation,
one-pot copying of a template sequence containing all four bases (A, U, C, G) was achieved with
the 2-thiouridine modified RNA monomer.

Figure 1.8 Models of noncovalent catalysis to explain the leaving group – leaving group
interaction observed in nonenzymatic primer extension. (a) Chemical structure depiction of a
nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolide monomer (in the +1 position) bound between the
3′-end of a primer and a 2-methylimidazole activated downstream helper (in the +2 position).
The two 2-methylimidazole leaving groups (red) have been proposed to interact through (b) a
hydrogen bond shared by the nitrogen atoms, (c) stacking of aromatic bases, or (d) steric
constraint to limit the conformations of the 2-methylimidazole group of the +1 position.
14

Activated downstream helpers with either 2-methylimidazole or 2-aminoimidazole
catalyze template-directed nonenzymatic primer extension of all four RNA bases through a
proposed interaction with the imidazole groups of template-bound RNA monomers. This
hypothesis of a leaving group – leaving group interaction was also supported by earlier studies
on mixed template sequence copying, and the slow rate of ligation reactions using imidazoleactivated oligomers (Wu and Orgel, 1992b; Prywes et al., 2016). However, these studies did not
deeply interrogate the physical basis of the leaving group – leaving group interaction, despite its
importance for nonenzymatic RNA polymerization.
One proposed explanation for the leaving group – leaving group interaction was acidbase catalysis (Figure 1.8b). This mechanism was attractive because 2-methylimidazole is a
much better leaving group when protonated, but is mostly deprotonated at the optimal pH 8 of a
nonenzymatic RNA polymerization reaction. When two activated monomers bind the template,
their imidazole groups would be brought into close proximity, thus raising their effective
concentration. In concentrated aqueous solutions, imidazole has been previously shown to
undergo strong hydrogen bonding with itself (Zundel and Muehlinghaus, 1971). Therefore, a
second downstream monomer or activated helper could influence the protonation of the
imidazole group of the monomer in the +1 position through either hydrogen bonding, or possibly
proton transfer, during attack by the 3′-hydroxyl.
Another proposal for the leaving group – leaving group interaction was a different kind of
noncovalent interaction called stacking (Figure 1.8c). The imidazole ring is aromatic and capable
of stacking with other aromatic ring structures (Sasada and Takenaka, 1988). In this proposed
mechanism, the stacking of imidazole groups would constrain the orientation of the leaving
group of the monomer in the +1 position such that it was favorable for in-line attack by the 3′hydroxyl. A similar but distinct proposal for the leaving group – leaving group interaction was
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steric constraint (Figure 1.8d). In this case, the presence of the imidazole group on a templatebound substrate in the +2 position would sterically restrict the possible conformations of the
imidazole leaving group of the monomer in the +1 position. The restricted set of conformations
of imidazole in the +1 position would include those favorable for nonenzymatic RNA
polymerization, and be entropically favored by the presence of an imidazole leaving group in the
+2 position. As an alternative to the leaving group – leaving group interaction hypothesis, the
available results at this time could not exclude the possibility that the imidazole group of the
monomer in the +2 position was somehow interacting with the ribose or nucleobase moieties of
the monomer in the +1 position to catalyze nonenzymatic RNA polymerization.

Weaknesses of the noncovalent leaving group – leaving group model
In all of these possible modes of catalysis, the underlying assumption is that two
activated RNA monomers (or an RNA monomer and an activated downstream helper) bind the
template, and their imidazole groups noncovalently interact to catalyze phosphodiester bond
formation. This interaction would be transient and only occur on-template due to the high
effective concentration of template-bound substrates. However, several observations were not
entirely consistent with this set of hypothetical interactions. First, the affinity of the monomer for
the +2 position is extremely weak, and so the idea of two template-bound monomers
noncovalently interacting would be extremely transient, but not impossible (Tam et al., 2017). In
addition, the aforementioned variety of noncanonical interactions between the monomer and the
template would also suggest that only a subset of monomers in the +2 position would be bound
in the correct orientation to undergo a leaving group – leaving group interaction (Zhang et al.,
2016). Nevertheless, this would not be a problem for nonenzymatic RNA polymerization using
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activated downstream helpers, which presumably bind more tightly to the template through
canonical Watson-Crick base pairing.
Second, catalysis of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization was not observed under standard
reaction conditions using a series of three synthetic monomers analogs (Tam et al., 2018). These
analogs were similar to the nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolide RNA monomers,
except that the “leaving groups” were attached to the phosphate group through phosphorouscarbon bonds, and thus completely unreactive. These analogs were designed to bind the template
in the +2 position and noncovalently interact with the imidazole group of the monomer in the +1
position through stacking or hydrogen bonding. However, primer extension reactions using these
analogs were extremely slow and low-yielding, suggesting that these proposed noncovalent
interactions were not important. Structural studies using these unreactive analogs with X-ray
crystallography revealed that a bulky substituent on the downstream helper did, in fact, sterically
restrict the conformation of the analog “leaving group” for the monomer in the +1 position
(Zhang et al., 2018a). Although this result does support the possibility of a steric leaving group –
leaving group interaction, it must be emphasized that these analogs do not effectively catalyze
primer extension, and argue against a functional role for steric restriction.

Identification of a covalent dinucleotide intermediate
With this background information in mind, my PhD thesis work has established an
unexpected physical explanation for the leaving group – leaving group interaction that catalyzes
nonenzymatic RNA polymerization. Instead of a noncovalent interaction like stacking or
hydrogen bonding, my work identified a covalent dinucleotide intermediate that is spontaneously
formed by RNA monomers (Walton and Szostak, 2016). This covalent intermediate is
characterized by the phosphate groups of two nucleotides linked to a single imidazolium group
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through two P–N bonds (Figure 1.9). This bonding pattern places a permanent positive charge on
the imidazolium ring, making this dinucleotide molecule highly reactive. In addition to
reactivity, this imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate can bind with high affinity to the
template through consecutive Watson-Crick base pairs (Zhang et al., 2017). The template-bound
configuration of the dinucleotide intermediate has been directly observed through X-ray
crystallography and shown to be pre-organized for attack by the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer,
thereby explaining the enhanced 3′,5′ regioselectivity of the reaction (Zhang et al., 2018b). Thus,
this dinucleotide intermediate combines a favorable set of thermodynamic, structural, and kinetic
properties for template-directed polymerization reactions.

Figure 1.9 Nonenzymatic RNA primer extension through a 2-methylimidazolium bridged
dinucleotide intermediate (red). This reaction results in extension of the primer by one
nucleotide, and regeneration of a nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolide monomer.

As this work constitutes the bulk of my thesis work, I will defer a detailed explanation of
these findings for subsequent chapters. Chapter 1 describes my discovery of the imidazoliumbridged dinucleotide intermediate through a careful kinetic analysis of nonenzymatic RNA
18

polymerization by nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolides (Walton and Szostak, 2016).
Notably, the formation of the dinucleotide intermediate occurs in the absence of the template,
indicating that the monomers spontaneously react in solution. Chapter 2 addresses the
mechanism of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization by nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2aminoimidazolides (Walton and Szostak, 2017). A kinetic model is developed to explain why the
2-aminoimidazole leaving group improves the yield and rate of primer extension relative to 2methylimidazole. In Chapter 3, I analyze the reaction pathways to primer extension using an
activated downstream helper (Walton et al., 2019). This study shows that an activated monomer
and downstream helper can react on-template to form an imidazolium bridged intermediate
before specifically extending the primer instead of undergoing other potential side reactions.

In summary, the origin of life has been hypothesized to involve a stage whereby RNA
polymers were copied through nonenzymatic processes, eventually leading to catalytic and
genetic RNA sequences in a primitive cell. The prebiotic copying of RNA sequences without
enzymes remains a critical challenge to this scenario of the origin of life, but recent progress has
been achieved using RNA trimers activated with either 5′-phosphoro-2-methylmidazolide or 5′phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide. My PhD thesis describes my identification of an unexpected
covalent dinucleotide intermediate and provides a physical explanation for the catalytic effect of
activated trimers. This discovery provides a foundational framework for understanding the
reaction mechanism of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization and offers new rationale for further
optimizing this reaction.
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Chapter 2: A highly reactive imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate in
nonenzymatic RNA primer extension

20

This work has been published by Walton, T., Szostak, J. W. (2016) A Highly Reactive
Imidazolium-Bridged Dinucleotide Intermediate in Nonenzymatic RNA Primer Extension. J.
Am. Chem. Soc. 138, 11996–12002. T. W. and J. W. S. planned all the experiments. T. W.
performed all of the experiments.

Abstract: Because of its importance for the origin of life, the nonenzymatic copying of RNA
templates has been the subject of intense study for several decades. Previous characterizations of
template-directed primer extension using 5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolide activated
nucleotides (2-MeImpNs) as substrates have assumed a classical in-line nucleophilic substitution
mechanism, in which the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer attacks the phosphate of the incoming
monomer, displacing the 2-methylimidazole leaving group. However, we have found that the
initial rate of primer extension depends on the pH and concentration at which the activated
monomer is maintained prior to the primer extension reaction. These and other results suggest an
alternative mechanism in which two monomers react with each other to form an imidazoliumbridged dinucleotide intermediate, which then binds to the template. Subsequent attack of the 3′hydroxyl of the primer displaces an activated nucleotide as the leaving group, and results in
extension of the primer by one nucleotide. Analysis of monomer solutions by NMR indicates
formation of the proposed imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide in the expected pH-dependent
manner. We have used synthetic methods to prepare material that is enriched in this proposed
intermediate, and show that it is a highly reactive substrate for primer extension. The formation
of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate provides a mechanistic interpretation of
previously observed catalysis by an activated nucleotide located downstream from the site of
primer extension.
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Introduction: A long-standing goal of synthetic biology and origin of life research is the
creation of an artificial life form capable of evolution. A simplified model of an artificial cell is a
protocell, consisting of short functional RNA oligonucleotides within a fatty acid vesicle
(Szostak et al., 2001). To evolve, protocells must be able to grow, divide and transmit functional
RNAs to daughter protocells. While fatty acid vesicles readily undergo multiple rounds of
growth and division (Zhu and Szostak, 2009), the replication of RNA without evolved catalysts
remains a challenge. Nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization using chemically
activated nucleotides, such as nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolide (2-MeImpN)
monomers, has been intensively studied as a means of copying RNA templates (Blain and
Szostak, 2014). Nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization can be compatible with
fatty acid vesicles, suggesting that this approach may enable the replication of short RNA
sequences within a protocell (Adamala and Szostak, 2013).
Current systems of nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization exhibit several
limitations that prevent efficient copying of arbitrary sequences (Szostak, 2012). For example,
the rate of nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization is sequence-specific and in
some cases occurs on the same time-scale as RNA degradation. Continued optimization of
nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization depends critically on a complete
understanding of the chemical mechanism of the reaction, so that the obstacles to fast
polymerization on arbitrary templates can be identified. For instance, the mechanism of
nonenzymatic RNA polymerization is believed to begin with monomer binding to the template,
followed by an SN2 reaction with the 3′ (or 2′) hydroxyl group on the elongating primer (Kervio
et al., 2014; Izgu et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016). Thus, efforts to increase the rate and sequence
generality of nonenzymatic polymerization have focused on improving the binding of monomers
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to the template or have replaced the hydroxyls of RNA with the more nucleophilic amino group
(Vogel et al., 2005; Schrum et al., 2009).
Previous reports suggest that the mechanism of nonenzymatic template-directed RNA
polymerization is more complicated than just the expected SN2 reaction between the monomer
and elongating strand (Wu and Orgel, 1992b; Prywes et al., 2016). These observations define a
strong catalytic role for the 2-methylimidazole group of a mono- or oligo-nucleotide located
immediately downstream of the monomer being added to the primer. The mechanism by which
the downstream 2-methylimidazole-activated nucleotide exerts its catalytic effect on primer
extension has been suggested to result from either a non-covalent interaction that orients the
leaving group of the monomer adjacent to the primer so as to facilitate its in-line SN2 reaction
with the 3′-OH of the primer, or acid-base catalysis (Wu and Orgel, 1992b).
Through kinetic analysis of primer extension reactions, we demonstrate that the rate of
nonenzymatic RNA polymerization is consistent with a reaction between the 2-MeImpN anion
and zwitterion. Here we report evidence that the product of this reaction is a highly reactive
imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. We use site-specific 13C labeling of 2-MeImpN monomers to
demonstrate by 13C and 31P NMR that the proposed intermediate is formed in aqueous solutions,
and we show that the partially purified compound results in fast rates of primer extension. We
propose that a downstream mono- or oligo-nucleotide accelerates the rate of primer extension
through nucleophilic catalysis and formation of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide
intermediate.
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Results:
Kinetic Analysis of the Primer Extension Reaction
Previous characterizations of the RNA primer extension reaction assumed pseudo-first
order kinetics because the concentration of 2-MeImpN 1 is >1000x the concentrations of primer
and template (Figure 2.1a) (Adamala and Szostak, 2013; Heuberger et al., 2013). Under this
assumption, the fraction of unreacted primer should decline exponentially with time, and the rate
constant kobs is obtained from the slope of a plot of the log of the fraction of unreacted primer
versus time. While investigating the kinetics of primer extension, we occasionally observed that
kobs increased or decreased by 2–3x during experimental time courses using 2-MeImpG on a
template with a 3¢-CCCA-5¢ single-stranded overhang (Figure 2.1b–c). In the course of studying
these surprising kinetic profiles, we discovered that the deviations from pseudo-first order
kinetics were related to the pH of the 2-MeImpG stock solution, prior to its addition to the primer
extension reaction mixture. If the 2-MeImpG stock solution was more basic than the pH 8 of the
primer extension reaction, kobs increased over time, but if the 2-MeImpG stock solution was more
acidic than the pH of the primer extension reaction, kobs decreased over time. We hypothesized
that these effects might reflect the formation and/or decay of an unstable intermediate in the
primer extension reaction.
To further investigate this phenomenon, we systematically altered the pH of 2-MeImpN
stock solutions and determined the effect of monomer pH on the initial rate of primer extension,
measured during the first 3 minutes of reaction at a constant pH of 8.0. We observed that
incubation of the monomer solution at pH ~6.9 produced the fastest initial rates of primer
extension for 2-MeImpG, 2-MeImpC, and 2-MeImpA, indicating that optimal monomer pH does
not depend on the identity of the nitrogenous base (Figure 2.2a); rates for 2-MeImpU were too
slow to accurately determine an initial rate. We noticed that the optimal stock pH corresponds to
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the pKa of the 2-methylimidazole moiety on 2-MeImpG (Figure 2.2b) (Kanavarioti and
Rosenbach, 1991). Since solutions at a pH equal to the pKa contain equal amounts of conjugate
acid and base, these results suggested that the rate of primer extension might be affected by an
unknown interaction between the 2-MeImpN anion and zwitterion (i.e. unprotonated and
protonated 2-methylimidazole leaving group).

Figure 2.1. The rate of primer extension increases or decreases with time depending on the pH
of the monomer stock solution. (a) The primer extension assay measures the rate at which the
primer in an RNA primer template duplex is converted to longer extension products by
nonenzymatic reaction with 2-MeImpN monomers 1. (b) Using a 2-MeImpG stock at pH 9.88,
the kobs of primer extension increases over time. (c) Using a 2-MeImpG stock at pH 7.79, the kobs
of primer extension decreases over time. Error bars indicate +/- one SD.
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Figure 2.2. The initial rate of primer extension depends on both the pH and concentration of 2MeImpN stock solutions. (a) The fastest initial rate of primer extension occurred with 2MeImpN solutions pre-incubated at a pH 6.8–7.0. (b) The 2-methylimidazole group of 2MeImpG has a previously determined pKa of pH 7.09 ± 0.20 (Kanavarioti and Rosenbach, 1991).
(c) Representative gel image used to determine the initial rate of primer extension reactions
initiated with a 50mM 2-MeImpC stock at pH 10 or pH 7. (d) The initial rate of primer extension
depends on the concentration of the 2-MeImpC stock solution and incubation time at pH 7. kobs at
time zero was determined using a 2-MeImpC stock at pH 10.4. Error bars indicate +/- one SD.

The hypothesis of an intermolecular interaction between two monomer molecules prior to
primer extension led us to predict that the rate of primer extension should also depend on the
concentration of the 2-MeImpN stock solution. In particular, decreasing the stock concentration
would be expected to lessen the interaction between 2-MeImpN anions and zwitterions at pH 7
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and subsequently lower the initial rate of primer extension. To test this hypothesis, we monitored
the effect of incubation time at pH 7 for three different stock concentrations of 2-MeImpC,
because altering the stock concentration could also affect the optimal incubation time. At time
zero, a 200 mM 2-MeImpC solution at pH 10.4 was diluted with dilute hydrochloric acid to
neutral pH and 100 mM, 50 mM, or 25 mM concentration. Every 10 minutes, aliquots of the
diluted stock solutions were used to initiate primer extension reactions at pH 8.0 (Figure 2.2c).
We adjusted the volume of stock solution added such that all primer extension reactions had the
same final concentration of 2-MeImpC (10 mM).
The resulting plot of incubation time of the 2-MeImpC stock solution at neutral pH
versus the kobs of primer extension showed that the initial rate of polymerization varied nonlinearly with the incubation time of 2-MeImpC at neutral pH (Figure 2.2d). For all three
concentrations of the 2-MeImpC stock solution, kobs for primer extension increased sharply
during the first 20 minutes of pre-incubation at pH 7.0, followed by a plateau or steady decrease
after extended incubation at that pH. The steady decrease of kobs cannot be fully explained by the
mild acidification (<0.1 pH units) we observed by the end of the second hour. Instead, we
suggest the decrease of kobs might result from formation of inhibitors of primer extension, such as
nucleoside-5¢-monophosphates (Deck et al., 2011).
Comparing the time courses of pre-incubation of the activated C monomer at 100 mM, 50
mM, and 25 mM stock concentrations showed that the initial rate of primer extension increases
with increasing concentration of the 2-MeImpC stock solution during its pH 7 incubation. This
result was especially prominent during the first hour of the time course. This concentration
dependence during the 2-MeImpC incubation at pH ~ pKa provides additional strong evidence
that at least two monomers interact to generate a reactive intermediate that increases the initial
rate of primer extension.
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Identification of Proposed Intermediate
We wished to identify the structure of the intermediate formed by incubation at pH 7 to
help explain our kinetic results and to further our understanding of the chemical mechanism of
nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization. In the course of our search for potential
intermediates, we became interested in a previous report showing that two molecules of 1phospho-imidazole can react to form one molecule of free imidazole and one molecule of 1,3-diphospho-imidazolium (Rathlev and Rosenberg, 1956). 1,3-di-phospho-imidazolium is a
phosphorylating agent, and its structure has been confirmed by X-ray crystallography (Beard and
Lenhert, 1968). We hypothesized that 2-MeImpG 1a undergoes a similar reaction when
incubated at pH 7, to form the 1,3-di-nucleotide-2-methylimidazolium 2a and free 2methylimidazole 3 (Figure 2.3a). We propose that 2a is formed by attack of the nucleophilic N3
of the deprotonated 2-methylimidazole moiety of one monomer on the phosphate of a second
monomer with a protonated 2-methylimidazole leaving group. This mechanism explains why the
optimal pH for monomer pre-incubation is equal to the pKa of the 2-methylimidazole group of 2MeImpG.
We began to investigate the possible formation of the proposed imidazolium-bridged
dinucleotide intermediate by using NMR to analyze a 50 mM solution of 2-MeImpG in D2O
following a change from an initial pD of ~8.6 to either pD 7.06 or 4.78. When the sample pD
was dropped to 7.06 (but not to 4.78) (Figures 2.4–2.6), we observed a 5–6x increase of intensity
for a peak in the 31P NMR spectrum at -13.83 ppm, distinct from the 2-MeImpG phosphorus
resonance at -12.42 ppm (Figure 2.3b). The 1H NMR spectrum of the same solution also revealed
new peaks near the H1¢, H8, and the 2-methylimidazole aromatic protons (Himid) of 2-MeImpG
(Figure 2.3c). Since the increased intensity of these peaks correlates with the increased initial
rate of primer extension, we have tentatively assigned them to an intermediate of this reaction.
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We obtained similar NMR spectra for 2-MeImpA, 2-MeImpU, and 2-MeImpC near neutral pD
(Figures 2.7–2.9), indicating that the increase in the intensity of these newly assigned peaks at
pH ~ pKa does not depend on the identity of the nitrogenous base. In addition, we also observed
similar peaks in the NMR spectra of 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC and 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU
during incubation at neutral pD, indicating that this result does not require formation of
phosphodiester bonds (Figures 2.10–2.12). These observations are consistent with the structure
of the proposed imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. Due to its symmetry, we expected that an
imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide would produce a single 31P NMR singlet peak. This
interpretation is supported by the observation of this peak for multiple nucleobases and sugars,
which is predicted by the imidazolium-bridged structure.
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Figure 2.3. Observation of NMR signals from the putative di-guanosine intermediate 2a at
neutral pD. (a) The proposed reaction of a 2-MeImpG 1a anion and zwitterion produces the diguanosine intermediate 2a and free 2-methylimidazole 3. Himid represents the aromatic 2methylimidazole hydrogens. H1¢, H8, and Himid are observed via 1H NMR. (b) 31P (161 MHz)
and (c) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectra of 50mM 2-MeImpG incubated at pD 7.06 between 55 to 60
minutes. Signals from GMP are highlighted in green, from 2-MeImpG in black, and from 2methylimidazole in blue. Putative 1,3-di-GMP-2-methylimidazolium signals are highlighted in
red.
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Figure 2.4. The imidazolium bridged di-guanosine intermediate 2a is barely detectable by 1H
and 31P NMR at basic pH. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpG 1a incubated
57 minutes at pD 8.49. For 2-MeImpG, the peak at 7.84 ppm corresponds to H8, the peaks at
7.09 and 6.72 ppm correspond to the aromatic 2-methylimidazole protons, and the doublet at
5.82 ppm corresponds to H1′. The small peaks at 8.16 (H8) and 5.88 (H1′) correspond to GMP.
The small peaks at 7.79 and 5.73 ppm are attributed to the imidazolium-bridged intermediate. By
integration, the concentration of this intermediate is < 500 μM. (b) 31P (161 MHz) NMR
spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpG incubated 94 minutes at pD 8.49. The spectrum is referenced to
trimethyl phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -10.94 ppm corresponds to 2-MeImpG. The small
peak at 0.78 ppm corresponds to GMP. The small peak at -13.82 ppm is attributed to an
intermediate, due to the identical location of this peak at neutral pD (Figure 2.6). Peak
assignments for GMP were confirmed by addition of standards.
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Figure 2.5. The imidazolium bridged di-guanosine intermediate 2a is barely detectable by 1H
and 31P NMR at acidic pH. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpG 1a incubated
55 minutes at pD 4.62. The peaks at 7.29 and 7.02 ppm correspond to the 2-methylimidazole
aromatic protons of 2-MeImpG, which have shifted compared to pD 8.49 (Figure 2.4) due to the
change in the ionization state of the 2-methylimidazole. The small peak at 7.26 ppm corresponds
to the aromatic protons of free 2-methylimdazole. By integration, the concentration of 2a is <
500 μM. (b) 31P (161 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpG incubated 94 minutes at pD
4.62. The spectrum is referenced to trimethyl phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -13.38 ppm
corresponds to 2-MeImpG. Peak assignments for GMP were confirmed by addition of standards.
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Figure 2.6. The imidazolium bridged di-guanosine intermediate 2a is clearly observed at neutral
pH. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpG 1a incubated 55 minutes at pD
7.06. The peaks at 7.20 and 6.89 ppm correspond to the aromatic 2-methylimidazole protons of
2-MeImpG, which have shifted compared to pD 8.49 and pD 4.62 spectra (Figures 2.4–2.5) due
to the altered protonation state of the 2-methylimidazole. On the basis of a 1H spectrum of 2methylimidazole taken at pD 7.02, the peak at 7.23 ppm corresponds to the aromatic protons of
free 2-methylimidazole. Due to proximity, we attribute the peak at 7.79 ppm to the H8 of 2a, the
peak at 7.05 ppm to the aromatic 2-methylimidazole protons of 2a, and the peak at 5.73 ppm to
the H1′ of 2a. By integration, the concentration of intermediate 2a is 2.5 mM. (b) 31P (161 MHz)
NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpG incubated 117 minutes at pD 7.06. The spectrum is
referenced to trimethyl phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -12.42 ppm corresponds to 2MeImpG. The peak at -0.15 ppm corresponds to GMP. The peak at -13.83 ppm is attributed to
intermediate 2a, on the basis of our kinetic analysis of the primer extension reaction (Figures 2.2
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Figure 2.6 (continued). and 2.3). In addition, the peak at -13.83 ppm does not shift with pH, as
expected since the bridging imidazolium cannot change ionization state with pH.

Figure 2.7. Formation of an imidazolium bridged di-adenosine intermediate is observed at
neutral pH for 2-MeImpA. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpA incubated 60
minutes at pD 6.93. Based upon our analysis of 2-MeImpG (Figure 2.6), the peak at 7.02 ppm
corresponds to the aromatic 2-methylimidazolium protons of the di-adenosine intermediate. (b)
31

P (161 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpA incubated 99 minutes at pD 6.93. The

spectrum is referenced to trimethyl phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -0.50 ppm corresponds to
adenosine-5′-monophosphate. The peak at -12.68 ppm corresponds to 2-MeImpA. The peak at 13.90 ppm corresponds to the imidazolium-bridged di-adenosine intermediate, based upon
proximity to the peak for intermediate 2a (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.8. Formation of an imidazolium bridged di-uridine intermediate is observed at neutral
pH for 2-MeImpU. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpU incubated 57
minutes at pD 6.92. Relative to the purine monomers (Figures 2.6 and 2.7), the peaks for the
aromatic 2-methylimidazole protons of 2-MeImpU are shifted downfield to 7.35 and 7.11 ppm.
For all 1H spectra, the peak at 7.26 ppm corresponds to the aromatic protons of free 2methylimidazole. The peak at 7.46 ppm corresponds to the aromatic 2-methylimidazolium
protons of an imidazolium-bridged di-uridine intermediate, on the basis of proximity to other
Himid peaks and the reduced intensity of this peak at pD 8.80. (b) 31P (161 MHz) NMR spectrum
of 50 mM 2-MeImpU incubated 91 minutes at pD 6.92. The spectrum is referenced to trimethyl
phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -0.40 ppm corresponds to uridine-5′-monophosphate. The
peak at -12.43 ppm corresponds to 2-MeImpU. The peak at -13.91 ppm corresponds to the diuridine intermediate, on the basis of proximity to the peak of intermediate 2a (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.9. Formation of an imidazolium bridged di-cytidine intermediate is observed at neutral
pH for 2-MeImpC. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpC monomer incubated
54 minutes at pD 7.02. Similar to the spectrum of 2-MeImpU (Figure 2.8), we observed a peak at
7.46 ppm that corresponds to the aromatic 2-methylimidazole protons of the proposed
imidazolium-bridged intermediate. (b) 31P (161 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpC
incubated 89 minutes at pD 7.02. The spectrum is referenced to trimethyl phosphate at 0.00 ppm.
The peak at -0.27 ppm corresponds to cytidine-5′-monophosphate. The peak at -12.36 ppm
corresponds to 2-MeImpC. The peak at -13.88 ppm corresponds to the imidazolium-bridged
intermediate.
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Figure 2.10. Formation of an imidazolium bridged dinucleotide is observed at neutral pH for
2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC
monomer incubated 60 minutes at pD 7.03. Similar to 2-MeImpU and 2-MeImpC (Figures 2.8
and 2.9), the peak at 7.45 ppm is attributed to the aromatic protons of the 2-methylimidazole
group on an imidazolium-bridged intermediate. (b) 31P (161 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM
2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC incubated 95 minutes at pD 7.02. The spectrum is referenced to
trimethyl phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -0.32 ppm corresponds to 2′,3′-dideoxy-cytidine5′-monophosphate. The peak at -12.15 ppm corresponds to 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC. The peak at
-13.62 ppm corresponds to an imidazolium-bridged intermediate, on the basis of proximity of
this peak to other imidazolium-bridged dinucleotides (Figure 2.8). The peak at -14.20
corresponds to di-(2′,3′-dideoxy-cytidine)-5′,5′-pyrophosphate, on the basis of proximity to the
phosphorus resonance for CppC (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.11. Formation of an imidazolium bridged intermediate is observed at neutral pH for
2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU. (a) 1H (400 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU
monomer incubated 55 minutes at pD 6.98. Similar to 2-MeImpU and 2-MeImpC (Figures 2.8–
2.9), the peak at 7.44 ppm is attributed to the aromatic protons of the 2-methylimidazole group
on the imidazolium-bridged intermediate. (b) 31P (161 MHz) NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2′,3′dideoxy-2-MeImpU incubated 82 minutes at pD 6.98. The spectrum is referenced to trimethyl
phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -0.64 ppm corresponds to 2′,3′-dideoxy-uridine-5′monophosphate. The peak at -12.34 ppm corresponds to 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU. The peak at 13.67 ppm corresponds to the imidazolium-bridged intermediate, on the basis of proximity to the
corresponding resonance for the uridine ribonucleotide imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide
(Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.12. CppC has a 31P chemical shift distinct from that of the imidazolium-bridged
intermediate. (a) 31P (161 MHz) NMR spectrum of 26 mM CppC at pD 6.95. The spectrum is
referenced to trimethyl phosphate at 0.00 ppm. The peak at -14.38 ppm corresponds to CppC.

Analysis of dinucleotide intermediate by mass spectrometry
We performed mass spectrometry to identify the mass of the new compound formed by
incubation of 2-MeImpC at pH 7. Compared to incubation at pH 11, mass spectrometry of 2MeImpC incubated at pH 7 resulted in an additional peak at m/z = 691, the predicted mass of the
intermediate (Figure 2.13). However, tandem mass spectrometry of the m/z = 691 peak resulted
in a fragmentation spectrum that included a peak resulting from loss of 2-methylimidazole,
which is inconsistent with the imidazolium-bridged structure. Similar results were obtained using
liquid-chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS), suggesting that one or more structural
isomers are being formed instead of or in addition to the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide.
However, our analysis of additional activated monomers, notably 2-MeImpddU, is consistent
with the formation of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide due to the absence of peaks resulting
from loss of 2-methylimidazole in the fragmentation spectra (Figures 2.14–2.17 and Table 2.1).
Our mass spectrometry data suggest that multiple structural isomers exist in our samples of 2-
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MeImpC, but may also be explained by rearrangement of the highly reactive imidazolium bridge
during fragmentation.

Figure 2.13. Negative-ion mode ESI-MS analysis of a covalent intermediate formed by
incubation of 2-MeImpC at pH 7. (a) ESI-MS spectrum of 100 mM 2-MeImpC incubated at pH
11.3 for 30 minutes. (b) ESI-MS spectrum of 100 mM 2-MeImpC incubated at pH 7.0 for 30
minutes. The new peak at m/z = 691.0 corresponds to the mass of the imidazolium-bridged
dinucleotide. (c) MS2 fragmentation spectrum of m/z = 691, the mass of the proposed
intermediate. m/z = 321.8 corresponds to cytidine-5′-monophosphate, m/z = 385.9 to 2-MeImpC,
m/z = 497.9 to loss of 2-methylimidazole and cytosine from m/z = 691, m/z = 579.9 to loss of
cytosine from m/z = 691, m/z = 608.9 to loss of 2-methylimidazole from m/z = 691, m/z = 691.0
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Figure 2.13 (continued). to a dinucleotide covalently bonded to 2-methylimidazole, and m/z =
773.0 to a noncovalent (2M + 1H+)- dimer of 2-MeImpC.

Figure 2.14. Negative-ion mode ESI-MS analysis of a covalent intermediate formed by
incubation of 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC at pH 7. (a) ESI-MS spectrum of 100 mM 2′,3′-dideoxy2-MeImpC incubated at pH 9.2 for 30 minutes. (b) ESI-MS spectrum of 100 mM 2′,3′-dideoxy2-MeImpC incubated at pH 7.0 for 30 minutes. The new peak at m/z = 627.0 corresponds to the
mass of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. (c) MS2 fragmentation spectrum of m/z = 627, the
mass of the proposed intermediate. m/z = 242.8 corresponds to loss of cytosine from m/z =
353.8, m/z = 353.8 to 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC, m/z = 382.8 to 2′,3′-dideoxy-CMP covalently
linked to cytosine, m/z = 563.0 to CppC, m/z = 627.0 to a covalent dimer of 2′,3′-dideoxy-CMP
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Figure 2.14 (continued). bonded to 2-methylimidazole, and 709.0 to a noncovalent (2M + 1H+)dimer of 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC.

Figure 2.15. Negative-ion mode ESI-MS analysis of a covalent intermediate formed by
incubation of 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU at pH 7. (a) ESI-MS spectrum of 100 mM 2′,3′-dideoxy2-MeImpU incubated at pH 8.6 for 30 minutes. (b) ESI-MS spectrum of 100 mM 2′,3′-dideoxy2-MeImpU incubated at pH 7.0 for 30 minutes. The new peak at m/z = 629.1 corresponds to the
mass of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. (c) MS2 fragmentation spectrum of m/z = 629, the
mass of the proposed intermediate. m/z = 242.9 corresponds to loss of uridine from 2′,3′dideoxy-2-MeImpU, m/z = 355.0 to 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU, m/z = 517.0 to loss of uridine
from m/z = 629.1, m/z = 629.1 to a covalent dimer of 2′,3′-dideoxy-UMP covalently linked to 2methylimidazole, and 711.2 to a noncovalent (2M + 1H+)- dimer of 2′,3′-dideoxy -2-MeImpU.
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Figure 2.16. Negative-ion mode ESI-MS analysis of a covalent intermediate formed by
incubation of 1-(mono-methyl-phosphoryl)-2-methylimidazole (2-MeImpOMe) at pH 7. (a) 2MeImpOMe provides a highly simplified analog for the 2-MeImpN monomers. This molecule
might also form an imidazolium-bridged dimer with a calculated m/z = 269.0. (b) ESI-MS
spectrum of 100 mM 2-MeImpOMe incubated at pH 8.9 for 30 minutes. (c) ESI-MS spectrum of
100 mM 2-MeImpOMe incubated at pH 6.9 for 30 minutes. The new peak at m/z = 268.7
corresponds to the mass of an imidazolium-bridged dimer. (d) MS2 fragmentation spectrum of
m/z = 269, the proposed mass of the proposed dimer. m/z = 174.7 corresponds to 2-MeImpOMe.
m/z = 252.6 corresponds to loss of an oxygen atom from the intermediate. m/z = 268.7
corresponds to a mono-methyl-phosphate dimer bonded to 2-methylimidazole. m/z = 142.8 and
224.8 are from impurities.
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Figure 2.17. Structural isomers of the di-cytidine intermediate. (a) A phosphodiester-linked
dimer with a 5′-(phosphoryl-2-methylimidazole) group. A 2′-5′ linkage is pictured, but a 3′-5′
linkage is also possible. (b) A pyrophosphate-linked dimer with 2-methylimidazole attached to
one of the phosphorous atoms. (c) A nucleobase-linked dimer with a bond between phosphate
and the exocyclic amine group. Other linkages between phosphate and the nucleobase are
possible, such as a bond between phosphate and the aromatic imine nitrogen. (d) The
imidazolium-bridged dimer that connects the nucleotides by a 5′-5′ linkage.
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Covalent products formed by self-reaction of:
Chemical structure
of product:

ribonucleotide
2-MeImpC

Phosphodiester-linked

✔

Pyrophosphate-linked

✔

2′,3′dideoxy2-MeImpC

2′,3′dideoxy2-MeImpU

2-MeImpOMe

✔

✔

✔

Nucleobase-linked
Imidazolium-bridged

Table 2.1. Summary of analysis by ESI-MS. Formation of a covalent imidazolium bridged
intermediate by incubation at neutral pH is observed by NMR for each monomer (Figures 2.6–
2.9). However, MS2 fragmentation suggests that additional isomers are present (Figure 2.17). A
checkmark indicates that the MS2 fragmentation spectrum formed by a particular monomer is
consistent with the proposed structure. The MS2 fragmentation spectrum of the dimer formed by
ribonucleotide 2-MeImpC (Figure 2.13) contains peaks for both the nucleotide monophosphate
(m/z = 321.8) and a loss of 2-methylimidazole from the dimer (m/z = 608.9), which is consistent
with both the phosphodiester-linked and pyrophosphate-linked dimers. The MS2 fragmentation
spectrum of 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC (Figure 2.14) contains a peak corresponding to cytosine
covalently attached to CMP (m/z = 382.8), which is consistent with a nucleobase-linked dimer.
The MS2 fragmentation spectra of 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU and 2-MeImpOMe (Figures 2.15–
2.16) do not contain peaks corresponding to the loss of 2-methylimidazole, which is consistent
with the imidazolium-bridged structure.
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By mass spectrometry, we observed an additional peak when the 2-MeImpC monomer
was incubated at neutral pH (Figure 2.13). The m/z value of this new peak corresponds to a
nucleotide dimer covalently attached to 2-methylimidazole, consistent with the imidazoliumbridged dinucleotide. However, tandem mass spectrometry (MS2) of the new peak by collisioninduced dissociation (CID) resulted in a fragmentation spectrum consistent with the presence of
a dimer linked through a phosphodiester bond or a pyrophosphate bond (Figure 2.17a–b). Since
our NMR spectra strongly indicated the presence of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide, we
suspect that these mass spectra result from a mixture with at least one structural isomer of the
imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. Using liquid-chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS),
we have not yet been able to obtain a spectrum uniquely consistent with the structure of an
imidazolium-bridged di-cytidine intermediate. Possibly, the highly reactive imidazolium-bridge
rearranges during mass spectrometry to form fragments that do not represent the imidazoliumbridged structure.
To eliminate any phosphodiester-linked dimers from the sample, we analyzed 2′,3′dideoxy ribonucleotide monomers by ESI-MS. These analogs of the RNA monomer lack
hydroxyl groups and therefore cannot form phosphodiester bonds. In addition, the lack of ribose
hydroxyls prevents possible rearrangement of the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide to form a
phosphodiester-linked dimer. When incubated at pD 7, we observed peaks by NMR that suggest
2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC and 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU also form an imidazolium-bridged
dinucleotide (Figures 2.10–2.11). For both of the 2′,3′-dideoxy-ribonucleotide monomers, we
observed by ESI-MS the formation of a covalent dimer attached to 2-methylimidazole after
incubation at pH 7 (Figures 2.14–2.15). For 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC, the CID fragmentation
spectrum of the covalent intermediate displayed a peak (m/z = 382.8) diagnostic of an
unexpected structural isomer linked through the nucleobase and phosphate (Figure 2.17c). For
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2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU, which cannot form either phosphodiester or nucleobase linked
dinucleotides, we did observe a CID fragmentation spectrum of the covalent intermediate that is
consistent with an imidazolium-bridged structure. This spectrum does not include a fragment
corresponding to loss of 2-methylimidazole, which is expected for the other structural isomers.
To further confirm that formation of an imidazolium bridged covalent dimer does not
require the nucleobase or ribose hydroxyls, we analyzed a highly simplified analog of the
activated monomer, 1-(mono-methyl-phosphoryl)-2-methylimidazole (2-MeImpOMe) (Figure
2.16a). Incubation of 2-MeImpOMe at neutral pH also resulted in observation of a covalent
dimer by ESI-MS (Figure 2.16b–c). The fragmentation spectrum of this dimer does not include a
peak resulting from loss of 2-methylimidazole, which is consistent with the imidazolium-bridged
structure (Figure 2.17d).
In summary, our analysis by mass spectrometry indicates the presence of several
structural isomers with the same mass as the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide (Table 2.1).
Close inspection of our NMR spectra reveals additional unassigned peaks for compounds present
in trace amounts, some of which may correspond to these structural isomers. However, we do not
believe that these alternative structural isomers are intermediates in primer extension nor
correspond to the 31P NMR signal at -13.9 ppm. Below, we individually discuss the evidence for
the existence of each structural isomer as well as the evidence that none can play a role as an
intermediate in primer extension.

Phosphodiester-linked dimer: A structural isomer that is likely present in our samples is a
ribonucleotide dimer linked through a 3′-5′ or 2′-5′ phosphodiester bond and covalently attached
to 2-methylimidazole at the 5′-phosphoryl group (2-MeImpNpN) (Figure 2.17a). These
molecules have been previously observed after extended incubation of activated monomers at pH
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7.5 and are known catalysts of the primer extension reaction (Prywes et al., 2016; Kanavarioti,
1997). Formation of this dimer can explain some but not all of the kinetic results. For instance,
the phosphodiester-linked dimer might be formed during incubation at pH 7, and subsequently
increase kobs of the primer extension reaction through a noncovalent catalytic effect. In addition,
the MS2 fragmentation spectrum of the covalent intermediate formed by 2-MeImpC at pH 7 is
consistent with this structure (Figure 2.13).
However, the phosphodiester-linked dimer is inconsistent with our kinetic analysis of
primer extension and NMR characterization of the intermediate formed by incubation at pH 7.
First, the 2-MeImpNpN dimer cannot explain why the rate of primer extension can slow down
(Figure 2.1c). When a monomer stock solution has been incubated at pH 7 to allow for build-up
of the intermediate, and is then added to a primer extension reaction, the rate of primer extension
is initially very fast but rapidly starts to decrease. This behavior is most simply explained by the
rapid hydrolysis of the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate. 2-MeImpNpN dimers
have been previously synthesized without observation of instability (Prywes et al., 2016). In fact,
these activated oligomers can catalyze primer extension over the course of days. This is in
contrast to the rapid hydrolysis of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate, which explains the
burst kinetics as previously described (Kervio et al., 2016).
Second, the NMR characterization of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate cannot
correspond to the 2-MeImpCpC structure. By 31P NMR, the -13.9 ppm peak indicative of the
intermediate is observed in samples of 2′,3′-dideoxy monomers, which excludes assignment of
this peak to a phosphodiester linkage. Typically, phosphodiester linkages are observed in the
region of -2 to -5 ppm, which is not a predominant feature of the 31P NMR spectrum of the
partially purified imidazolium-bridged intermediate before it decays.
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Pyrophosphate-linked intermediate: A different potential structure for the intermediate involves
a 5′-5′ pyrophosphate linkage between two nucleotides with 2-methylimidazole bound to one of
the phosphate groups (Figure 2.17b). A pyrophosphate-linked dinucleotide could potentially
form through the nucleophilic attack of a phosphate oxygen atom on the phosphate group of
another activated monomer, releasing free 2-methylimidazole as a leaving group. The
pyrophosphate-linked dimer is consistent with the fragmentation spectrum obtained for the m/z =
691 peak in samples of 2-MeImpC incubated at pH 7 (Figure 2.13).
However, the pyrophosphate-linked dimer is not a plausible intermediate in primer
extension and does correspond to our characterization of the intermediate by NMR spectroscopy.
For the pyrophosphate-linked dimer to be an intermediate of the primer extension reaction, the
pyrophosphate linkage would have to be broken to extend the primer by one nucleotide, a
reaction that is expected to be quite slow. Furthermore, the pyrophosphate dimer should
hydrolyze to form CppC and free 2-methylimidazole. However, we do not observe extensive
formation of CppC during our NMR experiments (Figure 2.9).
Second, the pyrophosphate-linked dimer cannot correspond to the intermediate formed at
neutral pH. Based upon the structure of the pyrophosphate-linked dimer, we expect the
nonequivalent atoms to couple with each other, resulting in two doublets by 31P NMR. Instead,
we observe that the intermediate results in a singlet peak at -13.9 ppm, indicating that this peak
cannot be assigned to a pyrophosphate-linked dinucleotide with 2-methylimidazole bound to one
of the phosphates unless the imidazole exchanges rapidly between phosphates.

Nucleobase-linked dimer: An alternative potential structure for an intermediate of primer
extension is a dimer linked through a bond between the nucleobase and phosphate (Figure
2.17c). We began to consider this possible structure after observing the MS2 fragmentation
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spectrum of the intermediate formed by 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC (Figure 2.14). This spectrum
contains a diagnostic peak (m/z = 382.8) that can only be explained by a nucleobase-linked
dimer. Also, we expect that a linkage between the nucleobase and phosphate would be reactive,
consistent with a potential role as an intermediate in primer extension.
However, the nucleobase-linked dimer cannot explain all of the kinetic results. First, the
effect of 2-MeImpN monomer stock pH on the rate of primer extension is largely independent of
the identity of the nucleobase (Figure 2.2a). The three nucleotides all have the same optimal
stock pH. If the intermediate responsible for the effect of monomer stock pH on the initial rate of
primer extension involved bonds with the nucleobase, then we expect that the optimal stock pH
would depend on the identity of the nucleobase. Second, the nucleobase-linked dimer cannot
account for the catalytic effect of 2-methylimidazole. Previous results indicate that downstream
oligomers catalyze primer extension only if they are activated by 2-methylimidazole (Prywes et
al., 2016). If catalysis involved a nucleobase-linked intermediate, then the catalytic effect would
require a 2-methylimidazole group on the incoming monomer, but not the oligomer. Finally, the
nucleobase-phosphate linkage would prevent this intermediate from binding the template as a
dimer. This presents difficulties for how this minor component of the monomer stock solution
could outcompete the other abundant nucleotides for binding to the template and reacting with
the primer.
In addition, our NMR characterization of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate cannot
correspond to the nucleobase-linked dimer. The chemical shift of the - 13.9 ppm peak indicative
of the intermediate is largely independent of the identity of the nucleobase (Figures 2.6–2.9). If
the intermediate contained a linkage between phosphate and the nucleobase, we would expect the
chemical shift to depend on the identity of the nucleobase, but this is not observed for the peak at
-13.9 ppm in 31P NMR spectra.
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Imidazolium-bridged dimer: Our proposed structure for an intermediate of primer extension is an
imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide that contains a 5′-5′ linkage (Figure 2.17d). This structure is
supported by our kinetic analysis of the primer extension reaction, the decay of the intermediate,
NMR spectroscopy, and mass spectrometry. First, our kinetic analysis indicated that incubation
of the stock of the monomer at pH 7 resulted in the fastest rates of primer extension. This pH
corresponds to the pKa of the 2-methylimidazole group of 2-MeImpG, suggesting that the
mechanism of intermediate formation involves a reaction between the zwitterionic and anionic
forms of the monomer (Figure 2.3a). The resulting imidazolium-bridged dimer would be a highly
reactive substrate of the primer extension reaction that might bind as a dimer. Although other
structural isomers are possible, the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide explains that effect of
monomer stock pH on the initial rate of primer extension.
The imidazolium-bridged dimer is the only chemical structure that is consistent with the
results obtained by NMR spectroscopy. Incubation of multiple monomers at pD 7 results in the
increase of a singlet peak at -13.9 ppm in 31P NMR spectra (Figures 2.6–2.9). The single
phosphorous resonance of the intermediate supports the symmetric structure of the proposed
intermediate. However, our mass spectrometry results have provided both supportive as well as
some opposing evidence for the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. When activated monomer is
incubated at neutral pH, we observed an additional prominent peak corresponding to a
dinucleotide bound to 2-methylimidazole (Figures 2.13–2.15), which is consistent with our
expected mass of the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. For 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU and the
analog 2-MeImpOMe (Figures 2.15–2.16), we obtained simple MS2 fragmentation spectra of the
dimers formed at neutral pH that are consistent with an imidazolium-bridged structure. However,
the imidazolium-bridged structure is inconsistent with the MS2 spectra of the dimers formed by
2-MeImpC and 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpC (Figures 2.13–2.14). These spectra both contain a peak
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resulting from loss of 2-methylimidazole, which indicates that the structure of this fragment
cannot be linked through an imidazolium bridge.
We currently suspect that the MS2 spectra from our analysis of 2-MeImpC and 2′,3′dideoxy-2-MeImpC may result from the presence of at least one structural isomer in addition to
the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide. However, we have not been able to separate these putative
structural isomers from the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide using liquid chromatography,
which might be expected due to the similar physical properties of structural isomers. We are also
considering that the highly reactive imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide rearranges during mass
spectrometry with either the ribose hydroxyls or the exocyclic amine of a nucleobase. Although
this hypothesis is post hoc, the possibility of rearrangement during mass spectrometry cannot be
excluded unless we obtain mass spectra solely consistent with the imidazolium-bridged
dinucleotide for all monomers.
Finally, we note that the confirmation of an imidazolium-bridged structure through
tandem mass spectrometry is difficult due to the symmetry of this molecule. While certain
fragments can be diagnostic of a particular structure, all of the fragments produced by the
imidazolium-bridged dimer can be explained by the presence of one or more alternative
structural isomers. This means that no fragment of the intermediate can be diagnostic of the
imidazolium-bridged structure. The only fragmentation spectra that can support the imidazoliumbridged structure would have an absence of diagnostic fragments for other structures. This result
was obtained for our analysis of both 2′,3′-dideoxy-2-MeImpU and 2-MeImpOMe (Table 2.1).
Therefore, we do not expect that tandem mass spectrometry can provide definitive evidence for
the imidazolium-bridged structure.
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Analysis of Intermediate-Enriched Material
Since our analysis by mass spectrometry indicated that monomer stocks contain multiple
dinucleotides activated by 2-methylimidazole, we sought to confirm the role and structure of the
intermediate formed by incubation at neutral pH. We attempted to directly synthesize the
intermediate corresponding to the peak we observed at -13.8 ppm by 31P NMR. Using a
modification of the procedure for 2-MeImpC synthesis, we reacted a concentrated solution of
cytidine-5′-monophosphate (CMP) and 2-methylimidazole at a ~2:1 ratio. By 31P NMR, we
observed that the major product formed by this reaction corresponded to the intermediate
observed in 50 mM solutions of 2-MeImpC at neutral pD (Figure 2.18a). Rigorous isolation of
the product was impeded by its rapid hydrolysis into 2-MeImpC and CMP. However, we were
able to obtain enriched material with the intermediate comprising ~50% of the C nucleotides.
Since the intermediate is likely a dimer, this corresponds to a 0.35 mole fraction of the putative
imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide.
Using this enriched material, we measured the half-life of the putative imidazoliumbridged dinucleotide at pD 4.5–4.8 by 1H NMR. These values of pD provided a stable range
during the hydrolysis studies without need of buffer, which could potentially react with our
unstable intermediate. Under these conditions, we observed a half-life of 30 minutes (Figure
2.18b), much shorter than the ~16 hr. half-life of G monomer observed under similar conditions
(Kanarioti and Rosenbach, 1991). In addition, we observed that the partially purified material
hydrolyzed into equal amounts of CMP and 2-MeImpC, consistent with the expected
composition of the imidazolium-bridged structure. The rapid decay of this material to form CMP
and 2-MeImpC is not consistent with the structure of a phosphodiester-linked dimer containing a
5′-phosphoryl-2-methylimidazole group (2-MeImpCpC). Instead, we expect that 2-MeImpCpC
hydrolyzes to free 2-methylimidazole and a dinucleotide.
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Figure 2.18. Characterization of the predicted imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide in enriched
material. (a) Partially purified material quickly decays into CMP and 2-MeImpC. 31P NMR (161
MHz) peaks from CMP are highlighted in green, from 2-MeImpC in black, from di-cytidine5′,5′-pyrophosphate (CppC) in gray, and putative imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide in red. CMP
and 2-MeImpC were identified by addition of standards. Time begins with resuspension of
enriched material in D2O. (b) Quantification of proposed intermediate, CMP, CppC, and 2MeImpC over time by 1H NMR. (c) Primer extension reactions initiated using the partially
purified material have fast rates, confirming its role in the reaction. Primer extension was not
observed on a template non-complementary to cytidine. (d) 13C NMR (100 MHz) of the enriched
material identifies a new triplet (red) at 151.0 ppm corresponding to an imidazolium-bridged
structure. The doublet (black) at 148.3 ppm corresponds to C2 of the 2-methylimidazole group of
2-MeImpC monomer.
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The instability of the material synthesized above led us to hypothesize that this putative
intermediate would exhibit fast initial rates of primer extension. Primer extension reactions
initiated by the addition of the partially purified intermediate slowed down even over the first
few minutes, likely due to instability of the intermediate (Figure 2.18c). However, an
approximate value of kobs for primer extension using a sample of the enriched material containing
12 mM total C nucleotides (corresponding to ~3 mM of the intermediate) is >30 hr.-1 (Figure
2.18c, right side up triangles). This rate is higher than that observed simply by pre-incubating the
2-MeImpC stock solution at pH 7.0 (Figure 2.2a), presumably because the synthetic material
contains a higher proportion of a reactive intermediate. We observed that even low
concentrations of the enriched material, e.g. 170 μM (corresponding to ~43 μM intermediate)
resulted in primer extension with a measured kobs of 3 hr.-1 (Figure 2.18c, circles). Importantly,
changing the single stranded portion of the template to a sequence (3¢-CCCA-5¢) that is not
complementary to cytidine abolished primer extension, even at the highest concentration tested
(12 mM total C nucleotide, corresponding to ~3 mM of the intermediate) (Figure 2.18c, upside
down triangles). This result indicates that the fast rates of primer extension due to reaction with
the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide require template-binding.
Having verified that the partially purified material functions as a substrate for primer
extension, we sought to identify unique spectroscopic signatures of this intermediate to test
predictions of an imidazolium-bridged structure. We were drawn toward 13C NMR because
carbon-phosphorous coupling should produce unique signals for the imidazolium bridge of the
intermediate. We took 13C NMR spectra of a concentrated solution (~500 mM total C
nucleotides, ~125 mM di-cytidine intermediate) of the enriched material immediately after
resuspension in D2O and 1 hour later. The high concentration of the enriched material was
necessary to obtain a 13C spectrum in the short time before the intermediate decayed. Peaks
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observed in the spectrum taken immediately after resuspension in D2O, but absent 1 hour later,
were identified as candidate signals of the intermediate. Among such peaks, we observed a wellresolved triplet 2.7 ppm downfield from the doublet of the C2 imidazole carbon of 2-MeImpC
(Figure 2.18d). We hypothesized that this triplet signal corresponded to the C2 imidazole carbon
of the imidazolium bridge, coupled to both symmetrically disposed phosphorus atoms.

Confirmation of the imidazolium bridge by site specific 13C labeling
To confirm our assignment of the triplet we observed in the 13C NMR spectrum of the
enriched material (Figure 2.18d), we labeled the C2 position of the 2-methylimidazole moiety
with 13C. We were particularly interested in the C2 position of the 2-methylimidazole moiety
because the 13C NMR signal of this C2 carbon should display features diagnostic of the proposed
imidazolium-bridged structure. Specifically, carbon-phosphorous coupling is expected to
produce a doublet for C2 of the 2-methylimidazole ring of 2-MeImpC monomer (Figure 2.19a).
However, the C2 imidazole carbon of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate would be coupled to
two equivalent phosphorous atoms, producing a triplet (Figure 2.19b). In addition, we expected
the sensitivity provided by an isotope label to allow us to observe the formation of the proposed
intermediate by incubation at neutral pH in aqueous solution.
Using monomer labeled at the C2 position of 2-methylimidazole with 13C, we collected
NMR spectra of 50 mM 2-MeImpC incubated at pD 8.49 or 6.93. In the 13C spectrum of 2MeImpC incubated at pD 8.49, we observed a pronounced doublet at 149.44 ppm that
corresponds to the C2 carbon of 2-methylimidazole on the monomer 2-MeImpC (Figure 2.19c).
When incubated at pD 6.93, we additionally observed a triplet in the 13C spectrum at 150.97 ppm
(Figure 2.19d), similar to that observed for the enriched material (Figure 2.18d). These results
validated our assignment of the triplet peak observed in the 13C NMR spectrum of the enriched
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material to an intermediate formed by incubation at pH 7. Importantly, the triplet C2 resonance
provided strong evidence for our proposed symmetrical structure.

Figure 2.19. Imidazolium bridge structure predicts the effects of 13C isotope label at C2 on NMR
spectra. (a) Partial chemical structure of an activated monomer showing the location of the 13C
isotope label two bonds from the naturally abundant 31P atom. (b) Partial chemical structure of
the imidazolium bridge showing that the 13C isotope label will be split by two equivalent 31P
atoms. (c) 13C NMR (100 MHz) spectrum of 50 mM 13C isotope labeled 2-MeImpC at pD 8.49.
(d) 13C NMR (100 MHz) spectrum of 50 mM 13C isotope labeled 2-MeImpC at pD 6.93. Inset
displays observed triplet at 151.0 ppm. (e) 31P NMR (161 MHz) spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpC
without the isotope label at pD 7.02. (f) 31P NMR (161 MHz) spectrum of 50 mM 13C isotope
labeled 2-MeImpC at pD 6.93. Peaks from 2-MeImpC highlighted in black and from di-cytidine
intermediate in red.
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In addition to 13C NMR, we also examined the 13C isotope labeled samples by 31P NMR.
As described earlier in this report, the 31P NMR spectrum of 50 mM 2-MeImpC lacking the
isotope label displayed a singlet peak for both the monomer and intermediate when incubated at
neutral pD (Figure 2.19e). However, introduction of the isotope label caused these peaks to
become doublets (Figure 2.19f), indicating that the 31P NMR peaks correspond to the 5′phosphor-2-methylimidazolide. Coupling of the peak at -13.9 ppm by the 13C isotope label
excluded the assignment of this peak to other possible structural isomers involving bonds
between phosphate and the nucleobase. This supports our assignment of the peak at -13.9 ppm to
the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide because our proposed structure predicts coupling of the 31P
peak by the 13C isotope label at C2. Together, our analysis of the 13C isotope labeled 2-MeImpC
and intermediate by NMR spectroscopy confirmed predictions based upon our proposed
structure of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide.

Discussion: Template-directed primer extension with 2-MeImpN substrates has long been
assumed to result from a simple SN2 reaction involving nucleophilic attack by the 2′ or 3′
hydroxyl of the primer on the phosphate of a 2-MeImpN monomer, with displacement of the 2methylimidazole leaving group. We now propose an alternative mechanism for this reaction
involving nucleophilic catalysis in which N3 of the imidazole moiety of one monomer attacks
the phosphate of a second monomer, displacing its 2-methylimidazole leaving group and forming
a reactive imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate. We propose that this intermediate
binds to the template, forming two Watson-Crick base pairs (Figure 2.20a). At this point,
nucleophilic attack by the 2′ or 3′ hydroxyl of the primer on the phosphate of the adjacent
nucleotide occurs, displacing the second downstream nucleotide, which is regenerated as a 2methylimidazole-5′-phospho-nucleotide (Figure 2.20b). The fast rates of primer extension
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observed with enriched preparations of this intermediate, taken together with the concentrations
of intermediate present under primer extension conditions, suggest that our proposed
intermediate can account for the observed rates of primer extension and is therefore the
predominant mechanism of nonenzymatic primer extension.

Figure 2.20. Proposed mechanism of primer extension by the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide.
(a) The imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate, where N = G (red), binds the template
through Watson-Crick base pairs and reacts with the 3′ hydroxyl of the primer to form the
extension product, primer +1. (b) In addition to the primer +1 product, this reaction also
regenerates the activated G monomer.

One reason that our proposed mechanism has been previously overlooked may be the
instability of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate, which makes structural characterization
inherently difficult. To overcome this obstacle, we synthesized material that was sufficiently
enriched that we were able to characterize its reactivity and identify putative signals by 13C
NMR. We then synthesized 13C isotope labeled activated monomer, which greatly increased the
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sensitivity of detection of the proposed intermediate. Future studies of the primer extension
reaction will be greatly aided by the synthesis of more stable analogs. We note that the 1,3-diphospho-imidazolium compound examined by X-ray crystallography is likely more stable than
our intermediate due to enhanced charge shielding of water molecules by the increased negative
charge over the six oxygen atoms.
The proposal of a covalent intermediate in the mechanism of primer extension explains
several enigmatic features of this reaction. For instance, the formation of an imidazolium-bridged
intermediate explains the previously described catalytic interaction between 2-methylimidazole
groups of adjacent monomers. This catalytic effect has previously been attributed to a noncovalent interaction between the adjacent 2-methylimidazole groups. However, it would be
extremely difficult to explain the changes in the rate of primer extension, which occur over
minutes to an hour following a change in monomer pH (Figure 2.2d), by the equilibration of noncovalent interactions; in contrast these slow changes in rate are readily explained by the synthesis
or decay of our proposed intermediate. In cases where the proposed intermediate cannot form, as
in the ligation of two oligonucleotides bound to a template, the reaction must perforce proceed
through the classical direct SN2 mechanism, and is therefore extremely slow (Wu and Orgel,
1992b; Prywes et al., 2016).
While prior models of primer extension have proposed a catalytic interaction between
activated monomers bound to a template (Wu and Orgel, 1992b; Prywes et al., 2016), our results
indicate that the 2-MeImpNs can react to form the imidazolium-bridged intermediate in the
absence of template. This suggests a model whereby primer extension is mediated by binding of
an activated dimer that forms in solution. However, it remains possible that monomers can also
react to form an intermediate when bound to the template. Understanding the contribution of
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template-dependent and template-independent formation of an intermediate to the rate of primer
extension will help guide further optimization of non-enzymatic RNA polymerization.
In addition, the identification of the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide opens new
questions regarding the conformation and affinity of the template-bound intermediate.
Preliminary modeling has suggested that pyrophosphate linked dinucleotides can interact with a
template via Watson-Crick base pairing of both nucleotides (Puthenvedu et al., 2015). Assuming
that both nucleotides of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate can also base-pair with the
template simultaneously, the 5′-imidazolium-5′ linkage of the intermediate might constrain the
conformation of the dimer so as to enhance the rate of reaction. We hypothesize that the
conformation of the template-bound intermediate may position its phosphate preferentially for
in-line nucleophilic attack by the 3′ hydroxyl of the primer. Such a conformational constraint
could explain how the subtle change from imidazole to 2-methylimidazole on the monomer
increases the proportion of canonical 3′-5′ versus non-canonical 2′-5′ phosphodiester linkages
(Inoue and Orgel, 1982).
Finally, measuring the affinity of the intermediate for the single-stranded template might
provide insight into the sequence specificity of the rate of the primer extension reaction, which is
not well correlated to the affinity of the monomer (Kervio et al., 2014; Izgu et al., 2015). The
intermediate is a relatively minor component of monomer solutions, but has a large effect on the
rate of primer extension, suggesting that the intermediate might have strong affinity for the
template, or high intrinsic reactivity, or both. We also suggest that the rate enhancement by the
dinucleotide intermediate would be decreased on a template with a single nucleotide-binding site
due to being out competed by the more abundant monomer.
A recent report by the Richert group proposed that an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide
is a chemical impurity in their crude synthetic preparations of 2-MeImpG (Kervio et al., 2016).
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They also suggested that this compound resulted in very rapid primer extension, thus explaining
previously puzzling observations of burst kinetics. Our results are consistent with those reported
by the Richert group.
In summary, the identification and characterization of a highly reactive imidazoliumbridged dinucleotide intermediate clarifies our mechanistic understanding of the primer
extension reaction. The dual roles for the 2-methylimidazole moiety of activated nucleotides as
both nucleophilic catalyst and leaving group suggests that these roles might be separately
optimized to increase the formation of the intermediate. Future work will explore the utilization
as well as potential limitations of the intermediate for increasing the rate and sequence-generality
of nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization.

Material and Methods:
Materials
All materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification
unless noted below. Guanosine-5′-monophosphate, free acid, was purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Inc. Deuterium oxide was obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories,
acetone and diethyl ether were from ThermoFisher Scientific, 2,2′-dipyridyldisulfide was from
Chem-Impex International, and 2′,3′-dideoxy-cytidine was from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co.
Solutions of 1M MgCl2, 1M Tris buffer pH8, and nuclease-free non-DEPC treated water were
purchased from Life Technologies Corp. RNA oligonucleotides were purchased from Integrated
DNA Technologies and one RNA/LNA oligonucleotide was purchased from Exiqon.
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Synthesis of 2-MeImpN
Activated monomers were prepared as previously described (Joyce et al., 1984) with the
following slight modifications. 100 mg of free acid nucleotide-5′-monophosphate and 200 mg of
2-methylimidazole were dissolved in 10 mL DMSO and 300 μL triethylamine. 1.5 g of
triphenylphosphine and 1.3 g of 2,2′-dipyridyldisulfide were added and the reaction was
incubated at room temperature for 1–2 hours before precipitation in a solution of 60 mL diethyl
ether, 120 mL acetone, and 4.5 g sodium perchlorate. Precipitated material was washed with
acetone and desiccated overnight. 2-MeImpN was purified by column chromatography using a
30 g C18aq column on a Combiflash Rf-200 from Teledyne Isco. Fractions of 2-MeImpN were
eluted during a gradient of water from an EMD Millipore Milli-Q Reference purification system
and 0% to 10% acetonitrile over 5 column volumes at a flow rate of 25 mL/min. Importantly, the
pH of the fractions was adjusted to pH 10.4 using NaOH prior to flash freezing and
lyophilization on a VirTis Freezemobile 25EL from SP Scientific.
Synthesis of 2-MeImpG was performed as described above with the following
modifications. First, a lyophilized mixture of 100 mg GMP and 200 mg 2-methylimidazole was
prepared to improve the solubility of GMP in DMSO. Second, the reaction mixture was
incubated overnight rather than for 1–2 hours to increase yield. Syntheses of 2′,3′-dideoxy2MeImpC and 2′,3′-dideoxy-2MeImpU were performed by converting the nucleoside to the
nucleotide-5′-monophosphate using an established protocol (Nawrot et al., 1996), followed by
the above procedure. Synthesis of 13C isotope labeled 2-MeImpC began by synthesis of 2methylimidazole labeled with 13C at the C2 position using acetaldehyde-1-13C, following a
previously published synthetic procedure (Oró et al., 1984), followed by nucleotide activation as
described above.
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Synthesis of the imidazolium bridged di-cytidine intermediate
130 mg cytidine-5′-monophosphate was dissolved in 1.5 mL DMSO, 200 μL
triethylamine, and 550 μL of 480 mM 2-methylimidazole. Four minutes after adding 1 g
triphenylphosphine and 1 g 2,2′-dipyridyldisulfide, the reaction was precipitated as described
above. After desiccation, one half of the precipitated material was resuspended in 3 mL 0.1%
hydrochloric acid to aid in separation by column chromatography. Enriched fractions (estimated
purity 30%) were obtained using a 5.5 g C18aq column and an 8 mL/min flow rate using the
Combiflash system with Milli-Q water and a 0 to 20% acetonitrile gradient over seven column
volumes, followed by 20% to 80% acetonitrile over seven column volumes. Fractions were
immediately flash frozen without pH adjustment and lyophilized at -20° C on a VirTis
AdVantage Plus EL-85 lyophilizer from SP Scientific. Upon resuspension in D2O the pD was
4.6.

Synthesis of CppC
Di-cytidine-5′,5′-pyrophosphate (Figure 2.12) was synthesized through a previously
published protocol (Kanavarioti et al., 1991).

Synthesis of 1-(mono-methyl-phosphoryl)-2-methylimidazole
50 μL of phosphorous(V) oxychloride was slowly added to a room temperature mixture
of 3 mL methanol, 450 μL triethylamine, and 25 mg 2-methylimidazole under non-anhydrous
conditions. The reaction is quenched after 2 hours by drop-wise addition to 7 mL water and
stirred 15 minutes. The resulting solution is briefly placed on a rotary evaporator to remove the
methanol, followed by column chromatography and lyophilization as described for the
purification of 2-MeImpN monomers.
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General characterization of 2-MeImpN stock solutions
The concentration of 2-MeImpN was determined by analysis of serial dilutions on a
NanoDrop 2000c spectrophotometer. The pH of 2-MeImpN stock solutions were determined by
pipetting 4 μL onto the tip of an Orion 9863BN micro pH probe equipped with needle tip and a
Mettler Toledo S220 SevenCompact meter.

Primer extension reactions
Primer extension experiments were carried out with 2 μM cyanine 3 (Cy3)-labeled RNA
primer (5′-Cy3- GCGUAGACUGACUG-3′), 5 μM template (5′ANNNCAGUCAGUCUACGC-3′, NNN denotes either GGG or CCC), 100 mM MgCl2, 250
mM Tris-Cl pH 8. Primer extension experiments with 2-MeImpA (Figure 2.2a) used an
LNA/RNA template (5’-GTTTCAGUCAGUCUACGC-3’, with the LNA portion underlined;
LNA: locked nucleic acid) (Singh et al., 1998). Primer extension reactions in Figure 2.1
contained 40 mM 2-MeImpG. Primer extension reactions in Figure 2.2a contained 20 mM 2MeImpN. Primer extension reactions in Figure 2.2d contained 10 mM 2-MeImpC. In all
experiments, 1 μL reaction aliquots were quenched in 7 μL of 8 M urea, 100 mM Tris-Cl, 100
mM boric acid, and 75 mM EDTA before flash freezing. After running the samples on 20%
polyacrylamide gels at a constant power of 30 watts for 20–30 minutes, gels were imaged on a
Typhoon 9410 scanner and quantified using the accompanying ImageQuant TL software. All
reactions were performed in triplicate or greater.

NMR spectroscopy
All spectra were obtained using a Varian INOVA 400 MHz NMR spectrometer at 23° C
in D2O. All spectra were analyzed using the MNova software. Quantifying the decay of the di-
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cytidine intermediate in Figure 2.18 was performed in triplicate by taking 1H spectra with 64
scans every four minutes. Referenced spectra using the following standards are included in the
supplemental data: internal residual HOD (δ = 4.79 ppm) for 1H (400 MHz), internal trimethyl
phosphate (δ = 0.00 ppm) for 31P (161 MHz), and internal acetone (δ = 30.89 ppm) for 13C (100
MHz). 31P and 13C spectra were acquired using 1H-decoupling. 1H spectra were obtained using
13

C-decoupling.

Mass spectrometry
All samples were diluted to 200 μM in Milli-Q water immediately prior to analysis.
Spectra were obtained by direct injection on an Esquire 6000 mass spectrometer from Bruker
Daltonics, operated in negative-ion mode.
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Chapter 3: A kinetic model of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization by cytidine-5′phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide
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This work has been published by Walton, T., Szostak, J. W. (2018) A Kinetic Model of
Nonenzymatic RNA Polymerization by Cytidine-5'-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide.
Biochemistry 56, 5739–5747. T. W. and J. W. S. planned all the experiments. T. W. performed
all of the experiments.

Abstract: The nonenzymatic polymerization of RNA may have enabled copying of functional
sequences during the origin of life. Recent progress utilizing 5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazole
activation has reinvigorated the possibility of using nonenzymatic RNA polymerization for
copying arbitrary sequences. However, the reasons why 2-aminoimidazole (AI) is a superior
activation group remain unclear. Here we report that the predominant mechanism of
polymerization using cytidine-5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide (Cp*) involves a 2aminoimidazolium bridged dinucleotide (Cp*pC) intermediate. To explore the role of this
intermediate, we first identify and quantify four reactions involving the synthesis and breakdown
of Cp*pC that occur in the absence of the primer/template duplex. We then analyze the
dependence of the rate of polymerization on the concentration of the Cp*pC intermediate in the
presence and absence of the competitive inhibitor Cp. We also show that the contribution of the
monomer Cp* to the polymerization rate is negligible under our primer extension conditions.
Finally, we use the experimentally determined rate constants of these reactions to develop a
kinetic model that helps explain the changing rate of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization over
time. Our model accounts for the concentration of Cp*pC formed by Cp* in primer extension
conditions. The model does not completely account for the decline in polymerization rate
observed over long times, which indicates that additional important inhibitory processes have not
yet been identified. Our results suggest that the superiority of 2-aminoimidazole over the
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traditional 2-methylimidazole activation is mostly due to the greater accumulation of the
imidazolium-bridged intermediate under primer extension conditions.

Introduction: The RNA world hypothesis proposes that early stages of life may have involved
the self-replication of RNA oligonucleotides. However, experimental demonstration of RNA
self-replication has been extremely difficult, leading some to abandon this hypothesis and
suggest alternative scenarios (Robertson and Joyce, 2012; Hud et al., 2013). Both the lack of
regioselectivity and the limited template generality of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization have
been cited as major obstacles to the RNA world. In addition, the prebiotic formation of the
canonical RNA nucleosides through glycosylation of ribose is very inefficient, which has raised
questions about the availability of RNA in prebiotic environments (Orgel, 2004).
Recent work has revived the hypothesis of a primarily RNA-based foundation to the
origin of life. First, the synthesis of both ribonucleotides and amino acids from cyanide and other
simple molecular precursors offers a plausible set of prebiotic chemical reactions leading to both
RNA and peptides (Patel et al., 2015). Second, potential solutions to several steps in the
nonenzymatic replication of RNA have been proposed. For example, replacing uridine with 2thiouridine increases the rate of template-directed nonenzymatic polymerization through
increasing the affinity of monomers to the template (Heuberger et al., 2015; Larsen et al., 2015).
In addition, the reannealing of a large RNA duplex has been greatly slowed by increased solvent
viscosity and RNA secondary structure, allowing information transfer (He et al., 2017);
Nevertheless, the one-pot synthesis of a functional RNA sequence through templatedirected nonenzymatic polymerization has not been achieved and remains a critical goal for
establishing a physicochemical approach to primitive genetic inheritance. Recent progress in
nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization has utilized RNA monomers combined
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with downstream oligomers, all activated with a substituted imidazole group on the 5′-phosphate
(Prywes et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017). This system iteratively extends the 3′ end of a primer to
synthesize a complementary strand, even over difficult mixed template sequences. Furthermore,
increased length and yield of primer extension reactions have been observed using 2aminoimidazole instead of 2-methylimidazole activation (Li et al., 2017).
Continued improvement of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization is likely to benefit from a
detailed understanding of the chemical mechanism. Our recent report on the kinetics of primer
extension by 2-methylimidazole activated monomers suggested that the first step of the
mechanism involves the formation of a 2-methylimidazolium bridged dinucleotide (Walton and
Szostak, 2016). Upon subsequent binding to the template, this dimer intermediate reacts with the
3′ hydroxyl of the primer, extending it by one nucleotide and releasing an activated monomer as
the leaving group. This mechanism contrasts with a previous proposal that two monomers bind
the template such that the downstream monomer catalyzes primer extension through noncovalent
interactions with the upstream monomer (Prywes et al., 2016; Wu and Orgel, 1992b). Recent
thermodynamic studies have cast doubt on the latter model because the affinity of the monomer
in the downstream (+2) position is relatively low (Tam et al., 2017). In addition, crystallographic
studies of monomers bound to a template revealed a variety of conformations, some of which are
not productive for polymerization reactions (Zhang et al., 2016). In contrast, structural studies of
GpppG, a stable analog of the intermediate, suggest that the imidazolium bridge may help to preorganize the reaction center for polymerization (Zhang et al., 2017). However, the relative
contribution of each of these two mechanisms to the rate of primer extension has not yet been
clarified.
Kinetic analysis has been a powerful tool for understanding the reaction mechanism of
primer extension systems. For instance, kinetic studies have elucidated the mechanism of 2-
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MeImpG hydrolysis, a simplified model of template-directed polymerization (Kanavarioti et al.,
1989; Li et al., 2016). In addition, two earlier kinetic models identified key determinants of yield
and rate in nonenzymatic RNA polymerization that depend on the particular system studied.
Kanavarioti et al. account for the synthesis of poly-G catalyzed by poly-C through the
quantification of three reactions: monomer hydrolysis, off-template oligomerization, and
template-directed primer extension (Kanavarioti et al., 1993; Kanavarioti et al., 1998). Also,
Kervio et al. have shown that the hydrolysis of 1-hydroxybenzotriazole-activated monomers and
competitive inhibition by inactivated monomers are the main limitations for primer extension in
that system (Kervio et al., 2014). However, neither of these models are likely applicable to
primer extension by nucleotides activated by 2-aminoimidazole because they do not account for
the potential kinetic effects of the imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate.

Chart 3.1. Chemical structure and cartoon representation of the molecules investigated in
this study.
Here, we present a kinetic model of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization by cytidine-5′phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide (Cp*) (Chart 3.1). Our results show that the predominant
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mechanism of polymerization involves a dinucleotide intermediate in which the two 5′phosphates are bridged by a 2-aminoimidazolium moiety (Cp*pC). To understand the factors
that control the concentration of the intermediate, we studied the kinetics of four reactions that
affect Cp*pC levels. We first examined the formation of Cp*pC and 2-aminoimidazole (AI)
from Cp* under primer extension conditions by 31P NMR, as well as the reverse process in
which AI reacts with Cp*pC to form Cp*. We also measured the rates of hydrolysis of the
intermediate Cp*pC and the monomer Cp*. To understand the relationship between the
concentration of Cp*pC and nonenzymatic polymerization, we analyzed the rate of primer
extension by Cp*pC and competitive inhibition by cytidine-5′-monophosphate (Cp) using
Michaelis-Menten kinetics. We combined our empirical rate constants into a kinetic model that
relates a series of off-template reactions including synthesis and decay of Cp*pC to templatedirected primer extension. Our model accounts for the long-term behavior of the off-template
reactions, and for observations of primer extension rate over the first two hours. At longer times,
additional uncharacterized effects lead to a gradual slowing of the rate of primer extension. Our
results suggest that the improved polymerization yield of 2-amino versus 2-methylimidazole
activated monomers is likely due to greater accumulation of the intermediate in primer extension
conditions.

Results and Discussion:
Cp* monomers self-react to form Cp*pC in primer extension buffer
We began our analysis of Cp* by determining whether the dinucleotide intermediate
Cp*pC can form in primer extension buffer (Figure 3.1a). Based upon previous studies of 2MeImpG, we expected that Mg2+ concentration and pH would likely affect our observations
(Kanavarioti et al., 1989). Recent studies of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization have used 50–
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200 mM MgCl2 and pH 8–9 (Prywes et al., 2016; Walton and Szostak, 2016; Li et al., 2017). For
these experiments, we used 100 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM Tris pH 8.3–8.4 as the primer
extension buffer.

Figure 3.1. Measuring the reaction of two Cp* monomers to form AI and Cp*pC. (a) Schematic
of the reaction being measured for calculation of the rate constant k1. (b) 31P NMR spectra of 24
mM Cp* incubated in primer extension buffer over time. Peaks at -11.38 ppm correspond to
Cp*, and -12.86 ppm to Cp*pC. (c) Analysis of the 31P NMR spectra at 24 mM Cp* in triplicate
by a second order rate plot. Error bars indicate ± S.D., n = 3. The slope is equal to 2k1.

We used 31P NMR to observe the formation of Cp*pC from Cp* in primer extension
buffer (Figure 3.1a). Since incubation of monomers near the pKa of the imidazole group is
known to promote formation of the intermediate, solutions of Cp* were kept at pH ~ 10 to
prevent the reaction from occurring before addition to the primer extension buffer. Incubation of
24 mM Cp* in primer extension buffer resulted in the time dependent appearance of a new peak
in 31P NMR spectra (Figure 3.1b). The new peak corresponds to the intermediate Cp*pC, as
confirmed by the addition of a synthetically prepared standard. We did not observe significant
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formation of Cp during the course of the experiment, suggesting that Cp*pC was not
immediately hydrolyzing.

Figure 3.2. The rate of Cp*pC formation is second order with respect to Cp* concentration.
Cp*pC formation at various concentrations of Cp* was monitored using 31P NMR (Figure 3.1).
Initial rates were determined from the first two recorded spectra of the reaction in triplicate. The
concentration of Cp* was determined from the first of these spectra. The data were analyzed on a
log-log plot of initial rate of Cp*pC formation versus Cp* concentration to determine the
reaction order. Linear regression of the data on this log-log plot, shown in red, gives a slope
equal to 2.041 ± 0.1154 standard error. n = 3 for each data point. Error bars indicate standard
deviation.

Next, we determined the rate constant k1 for the reaction of two Cp* monomers to form
Cp*pC and AI in primer extension buffer. Samples were prepared in H2O to avoid potential
solvent isotope effects and concentrations measured by integration of 31P NMR peaks. The
formation of AI was not directly observed because AI does not contain a phosphorous atom. We
assumed that the observed kinetics would be entirely due to the reaction of two Cp* to form
Cp*pC. First, we confirmed that the formation of Cp*pC does indeed follow second order
kinetics by measuring the initial rate of Cp*pC synthesis at four initial concentrations of Cp*. As
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expected, the initial rate of Cp*pC synthesis increased with the square of the initial concentration
of Cp* (Figure 3.2). Using the 12 experiments with initial Cp* concentrations from 15–40 mM,
we calculated the second order rate constant k1 = (4.49 ± 0.47 S.D.) x 10-3 h-1 mM-1 and range
from (3.65–5.22) x 10-3 h-1 mM-1 (Figures. 3.1c and 3.3).

Figure 3.3. Second order kinetic plots to determine k1 at four concentrations of Cp*. (a) 15 mM,
(b) 24 mM, (c) 30 mM, and (d) 40 mM Cp* begins to self-react and form Cp*pC when incubated
in primer extension buffer at time zero. Time corresponds to the midpoint of the acquisition
period for each NMR spectra. The reciprocal of Cp* concentration measured by 31P NMR over
time yields a straight line (R2 > 0.99) for the first three time points of the time course at all tested
Cp* concentrations in triplicate. The slope of this line is equal to 2k1. The plot of 15 mM Cp*
yields k1 = 4.5 x 10-3 h-1 mM -1, 24 mM Cp* yields k1 = 4.9 x 10-3 h-1 mM -1, 30 mM Cp* yields
k1 = 4.3 x 10-3 h-1 mM -1, 40 mM Cp* yields k1 = 4.3 x 10-3 h-1 mM -1. The data in panel b is a
subset of that presented in Figure 3.1.
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AI reacts with Cp*pC to form two molecules of Cp*
Having determined that the intermediate Cp*pC can form in primer extension buffer, we
began to consider additional reactions that would affect the concentration of the intermediate
during a primer extension experiment. We first examined the reverse of its synthetic reaction, i.e.
the nucleophilic attack of AI on Cp*pC to generate two Cp* monomers (Figure 3.4a). This
reaction has not been previously described or measured.

Figure 3.4. Cp*pC reacts with AI to form two molecules of Cp*. (a) Schematic of the reaction
measured to determine k2. (b) 31P NMR spectra of 5 mM Cp*pC and 11.5 mM AI incubated in
primer extension buffer. The peaks at -11.41 ppm correspond to the monomer Cp*, and -12.86
ppm to the dinucleotide intermediate Cp*pC. (c) Analysis of the reaction between 5 mM Cp*pC
and 11.5 mM AI in a second order kinetic plot. In the plot, k2 is equal to the slope divided by
([AI]0 - [Cp*pC]0). Error bars indicate ± S.D., n = 3.

To follow the reaction of AI with Cp*pC, 11.5 mM AI was incubated with 5 mM Cp*pC
in primer extension buffer and the progress of the reaction was monitored by 31P NMR
spectroscopy (Figure 3.4b). We observed that the peak for Cp*pC rapidly decreased and that the
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peak for Cp* increased over time. In addition, the concentration of Cp did not significantly
change during the course of the reaction. This indicates that the increase of Cp* is not due to
hydrolysis of Cp*pC. Instead, these results indicate that AI reacts with Cp*pC to form two
molecules of Cp*.
We measured the rate of the reaction between AI and Cp*pC at five different
concentrations to determine the reaction order. Based upon the reaction order, the kinetics should
be overall second order for this reaction, with first order for both AI and Cp*pC. A reaction
order of ~ 0.8 was determined for both AI and Cp*pC (Figure 3.5). We suspect that the empirical
determinations of the reaction order might be slight underestimations due to the technical
difficulty of measuring the fast rate of the reaction. The 15 experiments with varying
concentrations of 5.75–17.25 mM AI and 2.5–7.5 mM Cp*pC were analyzed using second order
kinetic plots to calculate k2 = 0.238 ± 0.020 S.D. h-1 mM-1 with a range of 0.190–0.271 h-1 mM-1
(Figures 3.4c and 3.6).

Figure 3.5. Experimental determinations of reaction order for AI + Cp*pC -> Cp*. (a) Log-log
plot of the rate of Cp* formation versus the concentration of AI. The slope of this plot is equal to
0.802 ± 0.002 standard error. (b) Log-log plot of the rate of Cp* formation versus the
concentration of Cp*pC. The slope of this plot is equal to 0.758 ± 0.030 standard error. n = 3 for
each data point. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
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Figure 3.6. Determination of k2 from the reaction of AI and Cp*pC at 5 different concentrations.
Heteromolecular second order kinetic plots of (a) 5 mM Cp*pC and 11.5 mM AI, (b) 5 mM
Cp*pC and 5.75 mM AI, (c) 5 mM Cp*pC and 17.25 mM AI, (d) 2.5 mM Cp*pC and 11.5 mM
AI, and (e) 7.5 mM Cp*pC and 11.5 mM AI. All reactions are in triplicate. Cp*pC and AI are
combined in primer extension buffer at time zero. Time corresponds to the midpoint of the
acquisition period for 31P NMR spectra. For all plots, linear regression of the three data points
yields a straight line (R2 > 0.99) with a slope equal to k2 / ([AI]0 – [Cp*pC]0). [AI]0 and
[Cp*pC]0 refer to the concentrations observed in the first spectrum of the time series. The data in
panel a is a subset of the data presented in Figure 3.4c. The plot of 5 mM Cp*pC and 11.5 mM
AI yields k2 = 0.23 h-1 mM-1, 5 mM Cp*pC and 5.75 mM AI yields k2 = 0.22 h-1 mM-1, 5 mM
Cp*pC and 17.25 mM AI yields k2 = 0.25 h-1 mM-1, 2.5 mM Cp*pC and 11.5 mM AI yields k2 =
0.26 h-1 mM-1, and 7.5 mM Cp*pC and 11.5 mM AI yields k2 = 0.23 h-1 mM-1.

Cp*pC hydrolyzes to Cp* and Cp
In addition to reacting with AI, we expected that Cp*pC would also decay through
hydrolysis to form Cp and Cp* (Figure 3.7a). This reaction has been previously observed for the
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2-methylimidazolium-bridged dinucleotide (Walton and Szostak, 2016). To measure this
reaction, 31P NMR spectra of 5 mM Cp*pC in primer extension buffer were taken every 31 min.
for 4.1 h (Figure 3.7b). In the absence of free AI, the observed changes in concentration during
this time frame should be entirely due to hydrolysis of Cp*pC. As expected, the intermediate
decayed to approximately equal amounts of Cp and Cp*, consistent with hydrolysis of Cp*pC
(Figure 3.8). We calculated a pseudo-first order rate constant of intermediate hydrolysis k3 =
0.171 ± 0.006 h-1 (Figure 3.7c). This value corresponds to a half-life of 4.06 ± 0.15 h.
As a comparison to the traditional 2-methylimidazole activation, the hydrolysis rate of
the 2-methylimidazolium bridged di-cytidine intermediate was also measured under similar
reaction conditions (Figure 3.9). We used partially purified 2-methylimidazolium intermediate as
described in our previous report.10 The observed rate constant of hydrolysis for the 2methylimidazolium intermediate was determined to be 4.40 ± 0.07 h-1. This value is 26x higher
than the hydrolysis rate constant of the 2-aminoimidazolium Cp*pC, indicating that the 2aminoimidazolium Cp*pC is much more stable than the 2-methylimidazolium intermediate.

Figure 3.7. The intermediate Cp*pC hydrolyzes to Cp* and Cp. (a) Schematic of the reaction
measured to determine k3. (b) 31P NMR spectrum of 5 mM Cp*pC incubated in primer extension
buffer for 3.9 h. Peak at 0.28 ppm corresponds to Cp, -11.41 ppm to Cp*, and -12.86 ppm to
Cp*pC. (c) Quantification of hydrolysis in a first order kinetic plot. The negative slope is equal
to k3 = 0.171 ± 0.006 h-1. Error bars indicate ± S.D, n = 3.
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Figure 3.8 Cp*pC decays to equal amounts of Cp and Cp* through hydrolysis. Plot showing the
concentration of Cp, Cp*, and Cp*pC over time due to hydrolysis of Cp*pC. At the first time point
(0.26 h), the concentration of Cp is 0.66 ± 0.01 mM and Cp* is 1.23 ± 0.28 mM. At the last time
point (3.9 h), the concentration of Cp is 2.39 ± 0.04 mM and Cp* is 3.22 ± 0.23 mM. The data for
Cp*pC are also presented in Figure 3.7c

Figure 3.9 Hydrolysis of the 2-methylimidazolium di-cytidine intermediate in primer extension
buffer. Partially purified 2-methylimidazolium bridged di-cytidine intermediate (CpMIpC) is
dissolved in 100 mM MgCl2, 200 mM Tris pH 8.3 to initiate hydrolysis. The initial concentration
of CpMIpC is between ~3.9–4.4 mM for the three samples monitored by 31P NMR with spectra
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Figure 3.9 (continued). taken every 1 min. 56 s. 31P NMR spectra at (a) 4 min. 8 s and (b) 17
min. 40 s after initiation show decay of the peak near -14 ppm over time. The peak near 0 ppm
corresponds to Cp, -11 ppm to 2-MeImpC, and -14 ppm to CpMIpC. (c) Quantification of 31P
NMR spectra in a first order rate plot yields a negative slope equal to the rate constant of
hydrolysis k = 4.40 ± 0.07 h-1. This corresponds to a half-life of 9 min. 27 s for CpMIpC under
these conditions.

The Cp* monomer slowly hydrolyzes to Cp and AI
We also measured the rate of hydrolysis of Cp* in primer extension buffer (Figure 3.10a).
Measuring the hydrolysis rate of Cp* was complex because Cp* also self-reacts to form Cp*pC
(Figure 3.1), which can then hydrolyze to Cp, the product of Cp* hydrolysis. In order to
minimize the concentration of Cp*pC, the hydrolysis of Cp* in primer extension buffer was
measured containing a series of concentrations of AI. We hypothesized that the excess AI would
react with Cp*pC to form two Cp* (Figure 3.4), thereby reducing the Cp*pC concentration
without affecting Cp* hydrolysis.
We began our analysis of the hydrolysis of Cp* by taking 31P NMR spectra of 5 mM Cp*
and 20 mM AI over 5 d. Cp* gradually decayed into Cp as well as trace amounts of other
products that were detected on the third day (Figure 3.10b). A peak corresponding to Cp*pC was
not observed, suggesting that Cp formed directly by hydrolysis of Cp*. In the presence of 20 mM
AI, we calculated the observed Cp* hydrolysis rate constant k4 = (4.04 ± 0.16) x 10-3 h-1.
Given that k3 is ~ 40x greater than k4, our results could easily be affected by trace levels
of Cp*pC. We repeated our experiment using 40 mM AI and 5 mM Cp* in primer extension
buffer. This time we observed that k4 = (3.33 ± 0.03) x 10-3 h-1 (Figure 3.10c), suggesting that
our previous results overestimated k4 due to trace formation of Cp*pC. Again, our experiments
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were repeated using 60 mM AI. However, a precipitate was observed on the third day of the
experiment and these data were not analyzed. Overall, these results place an upper limit on the
value of k4 and suggest that the half-life of Cp* is greater than 8.7 d due to hydrolysis in primer
extension buffer. In addition, we observed that the rate constant of 2-MeImpC hydrolysis equals
(2.93 ± 0.26) x 10-3 h-1 under comparable conditions (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.10 The monomer Cp* decays slowly to Cp and AI. (a) Schematic of the reaction
measured to determine k4. (b) 31P NMR spectrum of 5 mM Cp* and 20 mM AI incubated in
primer extension buffer for 72 h. The peak at 0.29 ppm corresponds to Cp, and -11.39 ppm to
Cp*. The peak at -4.92 ppm corresponds to cyclic cytidine-3',5'-monophosphate as verified by
spike-in. (c) Hydrolysis of 5 mM Cp* in 40 mM AI quantified by 31P NMR spectra in a first
order rate plot. The negative slope is equal to k4 = (3.33 ± 0.03) x 10-3 h-1. Error bars indicate ±
S.D., n = 3.
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Figure 3.11 Hydrolysis of 2-MeImpC in primer extension buffer with 40 mM 2methylimidazole. 31P NMR spectra of 5 mM 2-MeImpC and 40 mM free 2-methylimidazole
incubated in primer extension buffer for (a) 0 h and (b) 95 h. The peak at 0 ppm corresponds to
Cp, and -11 ppm to 2-MeImpC. (c) 31P NMR spectra taken every day were quantified by
integration of peaks and analyzed using a first order rate plot. The slope of this plot is equal to
the negative rate constant of 2-MeImpC hydrolysis k = (2.93 ± 0.26) x 10-3 h-1. This corresponds
to a half-life of 9.9 d for 2-MeImpC under these conditions.

Cp*pC is a substrate for primer extension
Since Cp*pC both forms and decays in primer extension buffer, we began investigating
how the concentration of Cp*pC affects the rate of primer extension. This relationship can be
approximated through Michaelis-Menten kinetics due to the separate binding and reaction steps
that occur on the primer-template complex. The primer-template complex is present at very low
concentrations relative to substrates, which show saturation binding (Kervio et al., 2014; Izgu et
al., 2015; Kervio et al., 2016). In addition, Michaelis-Menten kinetics offers a framework to
study the effect of competitive inhibition on the polymerization rate (Figure 3.12).
We determined the rate of primer extension using five concentrations of 0.5–20 mM
Cp*pC. We observed that the pseudo-first order rate constant of polymerization during the first 3
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min., kobs, increased with the concentration of the intermediate (Figure 3.13). kobs plateaus at
concentrations above 5 mM Cp*pC, suggesting that the template becomes saturated by Cp*pC
binding (Figure 3.12b, red line). We analyzed this data using a double-reciprocal plot and
substituted Vmax with kobsmax for reasons of comparison. For primer extension by Cp*pC in the
absence of competitive inhibition, we observed that kobsmax = 19.5 ± 2.1 h-1 and KM = 1.06 ± 0.12
mM.

Figure 3.12. Cp competitively inhibits primer extension by Cp*pC. (a) During the primer
extension reaction, Cp*pC binds the template with an affinity related to the KM. The Cp and Cp*
monomers also bind the template and competitively inhibit the primer extension reaction. (b)
Michaelis-Menten plot of Cp*pC with 0–45 mM Cp. Lines represent the Michaelis-Menten
equation evaluated with empirical determinations of kobsmax and effective KM. Error bars indicate
± S.D., n = 3.
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Figure 3.13 Quantification of primer extension by Cp*pC to determine kobs. Primer extension
reactions use final concentrations of 2 μM RNA primer (5′ - Cy3 – GCGUAGACUGACUG 3′), 3 μM RNA template (5′ - AGGGCAGUCAGUCUACGC - 3′), 90 mM MgCl2, 90 mM Tris,
pH 8.3–8.4, and (a) 0.5 mM Cp*pC or (b) 20 mM Cp*pC. Primer extension reactions are
initiated by addition of Cp*pC, and aliquots are removed at 1, 2, and 3 min. to analyze by 20%
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. (c) Quantification and analysis of primer extension reactions
containing 0.5–20 mM Cp*pC on a pseudo-first order kinetic plot. Linear regression of all the
experiments yields a straight line (R2 > 0.99) that is equal to the negative of kobs. These kobs
values are presented in Figure 3.12b.

Having determined that Cp*pC is a substrate of the primer extension reaction, we next
analyzed how the monomer competitively inhibits primer extension by Cp*pC. We repeated our
Michaelis-Menten analysis of Cp*pC in the presence of 15–45 mM Cp and observed
increasingly lower rates for this set of reactions compared to the set with 0 mM Cp (Figure
3.12b). Overall, this set of data is consistent with competitive inhibition as analyzed with a
double reciprocal plot (Figure 3.14). As expected, the effective KM increases with Cp
concentration. Based upon these values, we calculated that the Ki of Cp inhibition of primer
extension by Cp*pC is 24.7 ± 11.6 mM. This value agrees with the Kd = 15–19 mM of Cp
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measured for a different RNA duplex (Izgu et al., 2015). In addition, this value is consistent with
the 19 mM Kd of Cp and 27 mM Kd of 2-MeImpC previously determined for an RNA hairpin
(Kervio et al., 2016).
We also note that our calculated kobsmax slightly decreases at higher concentrations of Cp,
suggesting possible mixed inhibition. However, we cannot fully exclude potential nonspecific
effects of adding Cp, such as changing ionic strength of the primer extension reaction. In total,
the data indicate that kobsmax = 17.6 ± 1.6 h-1, which is within error of our values obtained with
both 0 mM Cp and 45 mM Cp.

Figure 3.14 Double reciprocal plot of primer extension rate constant versus Cp*pC
concentration at various concentrations of the inhibitor, Cp. The same data are presented in
Figure 3.12b with a Michaelis-Menten plot. A double reciprocal plot can distinguish between the
classical forms of inhibition. Our data appear to have a common y-intercept, regardless of Cp
concentration, consistent with competitive inhibition. n = 3 for each data point. Error bars
indicate standard deviation.
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Cp* does not discernibly contribute to primer extension rate
We next sought to determine the rate of primer extension by Cp* directly reacting with
the primer. The interpretation of these experiments is complicated by the fact that Cp* forms
Cp*pC under primer extension conditions (Figure 3.1). However, we have quantified Cp*pC
formation and the rate of primer extension by Cp*pC with competitive inhibition (Figure 3.12).
Therefore, we can account for the rate of primer extension due to Cp*pC, and then determine the
rate due to Cp*, including possible noncovalent interactions between template-bound Cp*. We
decided on a final concentration of 30 mM Cp* for these experiments to be above the Kd of the
monomer, but not too high so as to limit Cp*pC formation at short time intervals.
The primer extension assay was initiated by adding a 45 mM Cp* stock at pH 9.6 to a
reaction mix for final concentrations of 30 mM Cp*, 90 mM Tris, 90 mM MgCl2, 2 μM primer
and 3 μM template, identical to our analysis of Cp*pC. We observed the reaction over the first 8
min., during which time the reaction rate noticeably increased, likely due to the formation of
Cp*pC (Figure 3.15a). A similar phenomenon has been reported for primer extension by 2MeImpG (Walton and Szostak., 2016). Due to this “speed-up” effect, the calculated rate of
primer extension is only approximated by pseudo-first order kinetic plots. For the first three
minutes of the primer extension time course, we observed that the initial rate constant of primer
extension kobs = 0.93 ± 0.11 h-1. In comparison, kobs = 2.6 ± 0.5 h-1 for the last three minutes of
this time course.
To account for the primer extension rate due to Cp*pC, we first calculated the
concentration of Cp*pC using the previously determined k1. Based upon this value, we expect an
average concentration of 65 ± 3 μM Cp*pC over the first three minutes of the primer extension
reaction. By using the KM and Ki values previously obtained and propagating the errors, we
approximate that the kobs due to Cp*pC is ≈ 0.47 ± 0.13 h-1. This calculation suggests that part of
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the observed rate may be due to Cp* directly extending the primer. However, a small initial
concentration of Cp*pC in our Cp* stock at pH 9.6 could explain the discrepancy. We repeated
our calculations for the 6–8 min. interval and computed kobs = 2.0 ± 0.5 h-1, which is within error
of the observed value.
We sought another approach to directly measure primer extension by Cp* through
reducing the Cp*pC concentration. Previously, excess AI was used to reduce the concentration
of Cp*pC in Cp* solutions when studying hydrolysis (Figures 3.10 and 3.15b). We adopted a
similar approach by adding 0–100 mM AI to a series of primer extension reactions containing a
final concentration of 20 mM Cp*. Due to the low rates, we observed the primer extension
reactions for 3 h. In addition, we used 100 mM MgCl2 and 100 mM Tris.
Addition of AI greatly inhibited the primer extension reaction (Figure 3.15c–d). For this
set of experiments, we compared a pseudo-first order rate constant calculated from the first hour
of the primer extension reaction, k1h. For 0 mM AI, we observed that k1h = 2.70 h-1. At 100 mM
AI, we observed that k1h = 0.38 h-1. Notably, the rate markedly declines between 50 and 100 mM
AI, suggesting that our observed rate constant is an upper limit to the polymerization rate of Cp*.
From this data, we extrapolated the primer extension rate to infinitely high concentrations of AI,
or when the Cp*pC concentration is zero. For the purpose of this calculation, we assumed that
Cp* is in equilibrium with Cp*pC and AI (Figure 3.15b). To estimate the equilibrium constant,
we noted that Keq = k1/k2 = 0.019 ± 0.004 (Figure 3.16). Since Keq = [Cp*pC][AI][Cp*]-2, [AI] is
reciprocal to [Cp*pC], and this equation can be used to approximate the concentration of Cp*pC
when AI is varied. The k1h values were plotted versus the approximated [Cp*pC] values in a
Michaelis-Menten plot (Figure 3.17). We then analyzed this plot using non-linear regression to a
Michaelis-Menten equation modified with a constant term to represent the possible reaction rate
due to 20 mM Cp*. We observed that the y-intercept, when [Cp*pC] is zero, is equal to -0.286 ±
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0.159 h-1 standard error. This negative value of k1h is likely due to an overestimation of [Cp*pC]
from the Keq value, since Cp*pC also hydrolyzes. However, our analysis suggests that the
contribution of Cp* to the primer extension rate is indistinguishable from zero under these
conditions.

Figure 3.15. Primer extension in the presence of Cp* is largely due to the formation of Cp*pC.
(a) Pseudo-first order plot of primer extension initiated by Cp* stock at pH 9.6. (b) Schematic
illustrating that addition of AI favors Cp* at the expense of Cp*pC. (c) Gel image of
nonenzymatic RNA primer extension with 20 mM Cp* and no additional AI. Samples are at t =
3, 10, 30, 60, 120, and 180 min. (d) Gel image of nonenzymatic RNA primer extension with 20
mM Cp* and 100 mM AI. (e) Pseudo-first order plot of nonenzymatic RNA primer extension
with various concentrations of AI. The observed values of the rate constant k1h are recorded in
the key. Error bars indicate ± S.D., n = 3.
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Figure 3.16. Experimental observation of Keq = [Cp*pC][AI][Cp*]-2 in solutions of 24 mM Cp*
incubated in primer extension buffer. This figure presents analysis of the data presented later in
Figure 3.18. If we assume that Cp* can be in equilibrium with AI and Cp*pC, then Keq =
[Cp*pC][AI][Cp*]-2. Keq = [Cp*pC][AI][Cp*]-2 is calculated over time using concentrations
observed in 24 mM Cp* by 31P NMR (Figure 3.18). This value plateaus near 0.02, which is
consistent with our estimation of Keq = k1/k2 = 0.019 ± 0.004. n = 3 for each data point. Error bars
indicate standard deviation.

Figure 3.17 Analysis of primer extension inhibition by AI with a Michaelis-Menten plot. The
same k1h data are presented in Figure 3.15e. We assume that the concentration of Cp*pC can be
approximated using Keq = 0.02 = [Cp*pC][AI][Cp*]-2, and therefore varies depending upon the
concentration of AI present in the primer extension reaction. We plotted the calculated
concentration of Cp*pC versus the reaction rate constant over the first hour of primer extension,
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Figure 3.17 (continued). k1h. We then fit this data to the equation k1h = C +
kobsmax[Cp*pC]/([Cp*pC] + KM), where C is an added constant to the Michaelis-Menten equation
that represents the reaction rate constant due to the ~ 20mM Cp* present in all primer extension
reactions. We observed that C = -0.286 ± 0.159 h-1 standard error.

Kinetic modeling of the primer extension reaction
We sought to combine our kinetic data into a kinetic model to develop and test our
understanding of the primer extension reaction. The model needed to explain both the
concentration of the intermediate formed over time in primer extension conditions and how this
affects the rate of polymerization. We reasoned that solutions of Cp* would undergo a series of
off-template reactions involving Cp*pC, AI and Cp (Scheme 3.1). Only the intermediate Cp*pC
binds the template and subsequently reacts with the primer. As observed in our analysis of
inhibition by AI, the reaction of Cp* with the primer is too slow to significantly affect the rate of
polymerization (Figure 3.15). Finally, we assume that the concentrations of AI, Cp, Cp* and
Cp*pC are not greatly affected by the primer/template duplex on short time-scales.
We modeled the four off-template reactions using four kinetic rate equations to describe
how the concentration of each molecule will change over time.
(1) d[Cp*]/dt = - 2k1[Cp*]2 + 2k2[Cp*pC][AI] + k3[Cp*pC] - k4[Cp*]
(2) d[Cp*pC]/dt = k1[Cp*]2 - k2[Cp*pC][AI] - k3[Cp*pC]
(3) d[Cp]/dt = k3[Cp*pC] + k4[Cp*]
(4) d[AI]/dt = k1[Cp*]2 - k2[Cp*pC][AI] + k4[Cp*]
In these equations, the rate constants k1 through k4 correspond to the reactions studied by 31P
NMR (Figures 3.1, 3.4, 3.7, and 3.10, Table 3.1). By iteratively solving these equations
following initial conditions, the concentrations of all four molecules can be modeled over time.
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Scheme 3.1. The kinetic model of primer extension by Cp*. On the left, the off-template
reactions form and decay Cp* and Cp*pC. Cp is formed as a hydrolysis product. On the right,
the primer is extended only by Cp*pC. Primer extension is also competitively inhibited by Cp*
and Cp.

We modeled the rate of the primer extension reaction based on our Michaelis-Menten
kinetic analysis of primer extension by Cp*pC (Figure 3.12). The rate constant of polymerization
can be calculated using the relationship:
(5) kcalc = kobsmax [Cp*pC] / (Keff + [Cp*pC])
(6) Keff = KM(1 + ([Cp] + [Cp*])/Ki)
where kobsmax, KM, and Ki are empirically determined constants (Figure 3.12). These equations
combine the Michaelis-Menten equation with competitive inhibition by the monomers, Cp and
Cp*. In our reaction conditions, both Cp and Cp* are assumed to bind the template with
approximately equal affinity to competitively inhibit primer extension. Using the calculated
concentrations of Cp, Cp*, and Cp*pC (eqns. 1–4) to evaluate kcalc (eqns. 5–6), we can model
how the polymerization rate of nonenzymatic primer extension changes over time due to the offtemplate reactions.
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observed

fitted

k1

(4.49 ± 0.47) x 10-3

(4.55 ± 0.48) x 10-3 h-1 mM-1

k2

0.238 ± 0.020

0.183 ± 0.026 h-1 mM-1

k3

0.171 ± 0.006

0.167 ± 0.012 h-1

k4

(3.33 ± 0.03) x 10-3

(2.11 ± 0.84) x 10-3 h-1

Table 3.1. Off-template reaction rate constants ± S.D. observed experimentally (Figures 3.1, 3.4,
3.7, and 3.10) or computationally fit to 24 mM Cp* solutions (Figure 3.18).

Analyzing long-term behavior of off-template reactions with the kinetic model
We first tested our kinetic model of the off-template reactions against experimental data
obtained by 31P NMR (Figure 3.18). Beginning with 24 mM Cp* in primer extension buffer, we
observed the concentrations of Cp, Cp*, and Cp*pC every 7 min. 44 s for 12.5 h. Since AI is not
observable by 31P NMR, we inferred that the concentration of AI is equal to the concentration of
Cp plus Cp*pC.
Our experimental observations of off-template reactions displayed dynamic changes in
concentration for some of the molecules. For Cp, the concentration steadily increased over time
from 0.2 to 4.0 mM over 12.5 h (Figure 3.18a, blue line). In contrast, the concentration of Cp*
rapidly decreased from 22.4 to 18.0 mM over the first two hours, then slowly decreased to 15.9
mM over the next 10.5 h (Figure 3.18b, blue line). For Cp*pC, we observed a sharp increase
over the first 2 h from 0.4 to 2.2 mM (Figure 3.18c, blue line). At this peak concentration,
Cp*pC accounts for 18% of the cytidine present in the mixture. Over the next 10.5 h, the
concentration of Cp*pC gradually decreases to 1.2 mM. Finally, the AI concentration was
inferred to sharply increase during the first 2 h from 0.7 to 3.1 mM, and then gradually increase
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to 5.2 mM by the end of the NMR series (Figure 3.18d, blue line). In addition, we also observed
four peaks from trace products (Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.18. The kinetic model describes long-term behavior of off-template reactions in 24 mM
Cp* solutions in primer extension buffer. Concentrations over time for experimentally observed
(blue), empirical model (red) and fitted model (green) are presented for (a) Cp, (b) Cp*, (c)
Cp*pC, and (d) AI. Concentrations were experimentally determined using 31P NMR. Modeled
concentrations were iteratively calculated using eqns. 1–4 and the rate constants in Table 3.1.

We compared this data to our kinetic model initialized with the concentrations observed
in the first spectrum of the NMR series and a step size of 1 min. for dt in our calculations.
Overall, we observed similar trends between our model and the experimental observations of the
four molecules (Figure 3.18, red lines). For Cp*, Cp*pC, and AI, the model predicts a 2 h initial
phase of rapid concentration change, followed by a second phase of gradual changes. However,
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there are important discrepancies between the model and the experimental data. Most notable is
the 14% difference between the calculated and observed concentrations of Cp at the end of the
time course (Figure 3.18a). This may be due in part to the 12% underestimation of Cp*pC at its
peak concentration near 2 h (Figure 3.18c). In addition, a 1.9 mM difference develops between
the model and the observed concentration of Cp* (Figure 3.18b). Part of this discrepancy is
likely due to the formation of trace materials that amount to ~ 1.8 mM by 12.5 h (Figure 3.19).
Future studies of the off-template reactions should account for the formation of these trace
materials.

Figure 3.19. Observation of trace materials in 24 mM Cp* solutions after extended incubation in
primer extension buffer. 31P NMR spectrum of 24 mM Cp*after 12 h incubation in primer
extension buffer. This spectrum was quantified for Figure 3.18. The three large peaks correspond
to Cp at 0.28 ppm, Cp* at -11.42 ppm, and Cp*pC at -12.86 ppm. In addition, we observe four
small peaks at -2.95, -4.20, -4.92, and -11.56 ppm. We have assigned cyclic cytidine-3',5'monophosphate to the peak at -4.92 ppm by addition of a commercial standard.
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Given the differences between the model and the observed concentrations, we
computationally fit the off-template k values to this experimental dataset. Our approach
randomly varied k values within ± 20% for 100 iterations and then computed the concentrations
of all four molecules for 12.5 h. The k values were kept if they simultaneously improved the
square of normalized residuals for all of the molecules. As our input k values for the first
iteration, we used the experimentally determined k values randomly multiplied or divided by up
to 2x.
We repeated this calculation 100x, and then averaged the fitted k parameters (Table 3.1).
As expected, the fitted k values improve our agreement between the kinetic model and
experimental observations (Figure 3.18, green lines). In general, the fitted k values agree with
our experimental determinations of k1 and k3, but significantly differ from our determinations of
k2 and k4 (Table 3.1). Notably, this analysis suggests that we systematically overestimated the
rate constant k2, which caused our empirical model to underestimate Cp*pC, and subsequently
underestimate Cp and AI.

The kinetic model explains the rate of primer extension at early times
Next, we compared our predicted kcalc against the experimentally determined kobs of
primer extension reactions over time. To determine how the rate of polymerization changes over
10 h time, we incubated 24 mM Cp* in primer extension buffer and periodically removed
aliquots to initiate primer extension reactions and determine kobs. After addition of Cp*, the
primer extension mixture contains 90 mM MgCl2 and 90 mM Tris, which is identical to the
conditions of our KM determination (Figure 3.12).
We observed that the change in the kobs of primer extension displayed two stages (Figure
3.20a). In the first 2 h, the kobs of primer extension increases from 5.0 h-1 to 9.7 h-1.
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Subsequently, kobs steadily declines to 3.4 h-1 by 10 h incubation in primer extension buffer.
Based upon our model using either the empirical or fitted off-template parameters in Table 3.1,
the change in kcalc also displayed two stages over 10 h time. For the fitted parameters, kcalc
increases during the first 2 h from 2.9 h-1 to 9.0 h -1 and then gradually decreases to 7.2 h-1 by the
end of the time course (Figure 3.20a, green line). By comparing kcalc with kobs, we observed that
this model agrees with observation for the first 2 h, but subsequently overestimates the
polymerization rate for the next 8 h. The difference between kcalc and kobs grows over time, and
cannot be explained by a difference between observed and calculated concentrations. These
results indicate that the decline in kobs is not fully explained by Cp*pC polymerization and
competitive inhibition by the monomers Cp and Cp*.
To better understand the reasons why the model does not fully explain the rate of primer
extension, we analyzed a plot of kobs versus the concentration of Cp*pC observed by 31P NMR
(Figure 3.20b). This plot was obtained by combining the data from Figure 3.18c and Figure
3.20a and eliminating the time variable. We observed a positive correlation between kobs and the
concentration of the intermediate (Pearson r = 0.836, two tailed p < 0.0002), suggesting that the
concentration of Cp*pC is a key factor determining polymerization rate. In addition, we noticed
that the later time points generally displayed a lower value for kobs than earlier time points. For
instance, the observed concentration of Cp*pC at both 30 min. and 10 h is 1.3 mM. However,
kobs = 6.2 h-1 at 30 min. and kobs = 3.4 h-1 at 10 h. These results suggest that an additional factor is
changing over time to decrease the rate of primer extension. We hypothesize that trace amounts
of potent inhibitors, possibly short oligomers, may accumulate over time. Alternatively, the
hydrolysis products AI and Cp might inhibit primer extension in ways not represented by our
analysis. Future improvement of the kinetic model should identify and analyze the cause of
decreased rates in long-term experiments.
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Figure 3.20. kobs drifts lower than kcalc over long-term primer extension experiments. (a) A 24
mM Cp* solution incubated in primer extension buffer is used to initiate primer extension
reactions at various times to obtain kobs (blue). kcalc is obtained by evaluating eqns. 5–6 with
concentrations calculated using the empirically determined (red) or computationally fit (green)
rate constants of the off-template reactions. (b) Experimentally determined kobs values of primer
extension are plotted versus the concentration of Cp*pC observed by 31P NMR.

Conclusions: We have provided a kinetic model that recapitulates several features of the primer
extension reaction over time and establishes that the predominant mechanism of nonenzymatic
RNA polymerization of cytidine-5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide involves reaction of the
primer with Cp*pC. Although we cannot entirely exclude the traditional mechanism of a
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nucleophilic attack from the primer on Cp*, the contribution of this proposed mechanism to the
reaction rate is negligible (< 0.4 h-1) under these conditions. This is likely due to the enhanced
reactivity of Cp*pC relative to Cp*, as well as the higher affinity of the dinucleotide intermediate
for the template. In addition, the alternative mechanism of a downstream monomer mediating a
noncovalent “leaving group-leaving group” interaction under these conditions is unlikely based
upon measured binding affinities and analog studies (Tam et al, 2017; Zhang et al., 2016).
Although this study clarifies the chemical mechanism of polymerization solely using
monomers, the effect of downstream oligomers on the mechanism remains to be investigated.
Possibly, noncovalent interactions occur using a stably bound downstream oligomer activated
with AI. In addition, we have yet to explicitly investigate the catalysis of Cp*pC formation by a
complementary template. Previous reports indicate that complementary oligonucleotides act as a
template for the reaction between 2-methylimidazole activated monomers and ribonucleotide-5′monophosphates to form dinucleotide-5′,5′-pyrophosphates (Puthenvedu et al., 2015; Majerfeld
et al., 2016). This work suggests that two template-bound Cp* might locally react to form Cp*pC
and then polymerize (Wachowius et al., 2017).
The differences between the kinetic model and the experimental observations identify
gaps in our understanding of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization. First, the kinetic model does
not include the formation of the trace materials observed after extended incubation in primer
extension buffer. Second, the rate of polymerization decreases more quickly than our model
predicts. This leads us to speculate that these trace compounds might be the inhibitors that
explain why the polymerization rate decreases more quickly than expected. However, we note
that the potential formation of inhibitors may be a peculiarity of the specific reaction system we
have studied. Future extensions of the kinetic model should address additional, more complex
systems including multiple monomers and mixed template sequences.
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Figure 3.21. No observation of 2-methylimidazolium intermediate from 24 mM 2-MeImpC in
primer extension buffer. 24 mM 2-MeImpC incubated in primer extension buffer for 14 h, with
31

P NMR spectra taken every 7 min. 44 s. Displayed spectra are at (a) 1 h and (b) 14 h

incubation. These spectra are not referenced to a standard. The peak near -11 ppm is 2-MeImpC.
The peak near 0 ppm is likely Cp. During this time course, we did not observe a peak near -14
ppm, which is where we expect to observe the 2-methylimidazolium bridged dinucleotide based
upon our previous analysis (Walton and Szostak, 2016). The detection limit for 2-MeImpC using
this method is between 200-300 μM, suggesting that the detection limit for the 2methylimidazolium intermediate is ~100-150 μM.

Lastly, our results address the reasons why 5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazole activation
outperforms that of 2-methylimidazole. When we incubated 24 mM 2-MeImpC in primer
extension buffer, we did not observe detectable levels of the corresponding 2-methylimidazolium
bridged dinucleotide by 31P NMR (Figure 3.21). Since it is readily detectable at lower pH, we
hypothesize that it is present at low concentrations (Walton and Szostak, 2016). We suspect two
reasons for the accumulation of the 2-aminoimidazolium Cp*pC. First, the formation of the
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intermediate is pH dependent, and is optimal when pH = pKa (Walton and Szostak, 2016). The
higher pKa of the 2-aminoimidazole group is more favorable than 2-methylimidazole for
formation of the intermediate at pH 8.3–8.4 (Li et al., 2017). Second, the increased stability of
the 2-aminoimidazolium Cp*pC relative to the 2-methylimidazolium dinucleotide also favors
accumulation of this molecule under primer extension conditions (Figures 3.7 and 3.9). We note
that the 2-methylimidazolium intermediate was too reactive to effectively purify in our previous
study (Walton and Szostak, 2016), but we were readily able to synthesize the 2aminoimidazolium Cp*pC with > 90% purity in the present work.
Unexpectedly, the hydrolysis rates of the 2-MeImpC and the 2-amino Cp* were very
similar when free imidazole was used to limit formation of the intermediate (Figures 3.10 and
3.11). This observation differs from a previous result suggesting that the 2-amino monomer
hydrolyzes twice as fast as the 2-methyl monomer under primer extension conditions (Li et al.,
2017). Due to the comparable stabilities of these monomers, we suspect that the nucleophilicity
of the imidazole group also plays an important role for the strongly enhanced reaction rate of 2aminoimidazole activated monomers. Continuing investigations of the reaction mechanism will
help to clarify the reasons for the superiority of 2-aminoimidazole and identify the reaction
pathways that will need to be optimized to further improve nonenzymatic RNA polymerization.

Materials and Methods: All reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless specified. 2aminoimidazole hemisulfate was purchased from Combi-Blocks, Inc. All other exceptions are
specified in our previous report (Walton and Szostak, 2016). All syntheses involving imidazole
attachment to the 5′-phosphate have been previously reported (Walton and Szostak, 2016; Li et
al., 2017).
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With the following exceptions, all nonenzymatic primer extension reactions were
performed as previously described (Walton and Szostak, 2016). For all reactions, the template
concentration is 3 μM, and the primer is 2 μM. Except where noted below, primer extension
occurs in 90 mM MgCl2, 90 mM Tris, pH 8.3–4. In Figure 3.12b, the reactions including 45 mM
Cp used 160 mM Tris to improve pH buffering. Also, in Figure 3.15e, primer extension occurs in
100 mM MgCl2, 100 mM Tris, pH 8.3–4.
All NMR spectra were taken on a Varian INOVA 400 MHz NMR spectrometer at 25 °C.
For all kinetic analyses, samples were prepared in H2O, and a co-axial insert containing D2O was
used for locking. This eliminates possible solvent isotope effects. All peak assignments were
confirmed by addition of standards. For characterization, samples were prepared in D2O, and a
coaxial insert was not used. Peaks are referenced to internal trimethyl phosphate (δ = 0.00 ppm)
for 31P NMR, internal acetone (δ = 30.89 ppm) for 13C NMR, and HOD (δ = 4.79 ppm) for 1H
NMR. NMR spectra of Cp*pC characterization are included (Figure 3.22).

Cp*pC: 1H (400 MHz) NMR δ (ppm): 7.66 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 6.96 (m, 1H), 6.03 (d, J = 7.5
Hz, 1H), 5.85 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 1H), 4.12 (m, 5H). 31P (161 MHz) NMR δ (ppm): -12.84 (s).13C
(100 MHz) NMR δ (ppm): 166.58 (s), 157.90 (s), 150.91 (t, J = 7.1 Hz), 141.62 (s), 116.83 (dd,
J = 3.7, 6.7 Hz), 96.77 (s), 90.73 (s), 82.19 (d, J = 8.5 Hz), 74.68 (s), 69.49 (s), 66.16 (d, J = 5.8
Hz). Calculated m/z: -692.12. Observed m/z: -692.1.

All NMR spectra were analyzed and quantified using MestReNova software. All kinetic
analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel and Prism 7. Parameter fitting of the offtemplate reactions was performed using code written in R. All values are presented as mean ±
standard deviation unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 3.22 NMR characterization of ~ 76 mM Cp*pC in D2O at 25°C, pD 6.5–7.0. Cp*pC
slowly hydrolyzes during the process of NMR characterization. (a) 1H gCOSY spectrum shows
coupling between the H6 (δ = 7.66 ppm) and H5 (δ = 6.03 ppm) protons of the cytosine bases,
and the H1′ (δ = 5.85 ppm) with a multiplet (δ = 4.12 ppm) of other ribose protons. As expected,
the two identical aromatic imidazole protons (δ = 6.96 ppm) of Cp*pC do not couple with the
other protons. HOD is referenced to 4.79 ppm. (b) 31P NMR spectrum referenced to internal
trimethyl phosphate (δ = 0.00 ppm). Cp*pC corresponds to the main peak at -12.84 ppm. The
chemical shifts of the hydrolysis products are observed at -1.21 ppm (Cp) and -12.52 ppm (Cp*)
due to the slightly acidic pD. (c) 13C NMR spectrum of Cp*pC displays 11 peaks for the 21
carbon atoms of this molecule. Small peaks of hydrolysis products can also be observed. Notable
features of the 13C NMR spectrum include (d) a doublet of doublets presumably arising from
coupling of the two equivalent aromatic imidazole carbon atoms (positions 4 and 5) with the 31P
of both phosphates, and (e) a triplet arising from coupling of the central aromatic imidazole
carbon (position 2) with the two equivalent 31P atoms of the phosphates.
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Chapter 4: Template-directed catalysis of a multi-step reaction pathway for nonenzymatic
RNA primer extension
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This work has been accepted for publication as an article in Biochemistry by Walton, T.,
Pazienza, L., and Szostak, J. W. T. W., L. P., and J. W. S. planned all the experiments. T. W.
performed all of the experiments.

Abstract: Before the advent of polymerase enzymes, the copying of genetic material during the
origin of life may have involved the nonenzymatic polymerization of RNA monomers that are
more reactive than the biological nucleoside triphosphates. Activated RNA monomers such as
nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolides spontaneously form an imidazolium-bridged
dinucleotide intermediate that undergoes rapid nonenzymatic template-directed primer extension.
However, it is unknown whether the intermediate can form on the template or only in solution,
and whether the intermediate is prone to hydrolysis when bound to the template or reacts
preferentially with the primer. Here we show that an activated monomer can first bind the
template and then form an imidazolium-bridged intermediate by reacting with a 2aminoimidazole activated downstream oligonucleotide. We have also characterized the partition
of the template-bound intermediate between hydrolysis and primer extension. In the presence of
the catalytic metal ion Mg2+, over 90% of the template-bound intermediate reacts with the
adjacent primer to generate the primer extension product, while less than 10% reacts with
competing water. Our results indicate that an RNA template can catalyze a multi-step
phosphodiester bond formation pathway while minimizing hydrolysis with a specificity
reminiscent of an enzyme catalyzed reaction.
Introduction: The origin of life is hypothesized to include a stage when genetic material was
copied without polymerase enzymes (Joyce and Szostak, 2018). Exactly how this might have
occurred on the early Earth is unknown, but experimental models indicate that a single-stranded
RNA template can direct limited polymerization of chemically activated monomers to assemble
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a partial complementary strand. Potentially prebiotic syntheses of activated nucleotides have
recently been reported (Fahrenbach et al., 2017; Mariani et al., 2018). If complete template
copying could occur, the resulting RNA duplex could then melt, and each strand again behave as
a template. Although this proposed cycle is simple in principle, multiple rounds of prebiotic
RNA replication have not been demonstrated. Cycles of strand separation and polymerization
have been demonstrated using capped DNA trimers, strand capture on magnetic beads, or
enzymatic ligation of long RNA polymers (Sievers and von Kiedrowski, 1994; Hänle and
Richert, 2018; He et al., 2017), but it is unclear if these approaches could emerge de novo and
give rise to an evolving system. A better understanding of the nonenzymatic polymerization
mechanism might identify limiting steps of the reaction pathway and offer new strategies to
improve this reaction and ultimately achieve self-replication under prebiotically plausible
conditions (Sosson and Richert, 2018).
The template-directed nonenzymatic polymerization of RNA has been extensively
studied using highly activated monomers such as the nucleotide-5′-phosphoroimidazolides (AIN)
and the 1-hydroxy-7-azabenzotriazole esters of ribonucleotides (OAtN) (Chart 4.1) (Weimann et
al., 1968; Hagenbuch et al., 2005). In recent years, nonenzymatic copying of short templates
containing all four nucleotides has been achieved using activated monomers in combination with
short “helper” oligomers that bind the template downstream from the site of primer extension
(Deck et al., 2011; Prywes et al., 2016). Thermodynamic and structural studies indicate that
helper oligonucleotides create a high affinity single-nucleotide binding-site adjacent to the
primer that favors Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding over noncanonical interactions between the
monomer and template (Tam et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a). Compared to
a second downstream-binding monomer, the helper oligomer also decreases the distance between
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the 3′-hydroxyl of the primer and the 5′-phosphate of the activated monomer, thus providing a
physical explanation for their catalytic effect (Zhang et al., 2018a).

Chart 4.1. Guanosine monomers and dinucleotide intermediate used in this study.

Catalysis of template-directed nonenzymatic RNA polymerization is greatly enhanced if
the downstream helper oligomer is activated by 2-methylimidazole or 2-aminoimidazole on the
5′-phosphate group (Prywes et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017). Catalysis by 2-methylimidazole or 2aminoimidazole activated helper oligomers is thought to result from the formation of an
imidazolium-bridged intermediate linking the 5′-phosphates of the monomer and the downstream
helper. This mechanism has been previously described for nonenzymatic polymerization of
imidazolide monomers (Walton and Szostak, 2016; Walton and Szostak, 2017), which proceeds
via the formation of an imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate (NAIN) (Chart 4.1).
Crystallographic studies indicate that the imidazolium-bridged intermediate is structurally preorganized so as to favor in-line attack by the primer 3′-hydroxyl on the adjacent phosphate of the
template bound intermediate (Zhang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018b).
Despite the improved primer extension observed in the presence of activated downstream
helpers, there are several important gaps in our understanding of the reaction. Most significantly,
it is not known if the imidazolium-bridged intermediate can form on the template, or only in
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solution (Tam et al., 2017). Depending on the geometry of the template-bound reactants, their
ability to react with each other could either be strongly inhibited or strongly accelerated. It is also
unknown whether binding of an activated monomer to the template is typically followed by
productive polymerization reactions, or whether side-reactions such as hydrolysis are more
prevalent. The partition ratio between polymerization and hydrolysis is important because it
would affect the long-term yield of template copying reactions (Yarus, 2017). For example,
excessive hydrolysis of bound substrates would deplete the pool of activated monomers and
disfavor polymerization.
Here, we present a mechanistic analysis of nonenzymatic RNA primer extension using
RNA monomers and an activated downstream helper in order to determine the on-template
reaction pathways. We utilize a model experimental system consisting of a primer, helper, and
template that creates a high-affinity single-nucleotide binding site on the template in between the
3′ end of the primer and the 5′ end of the helper (Tam et al., 2017). In order to distinguish
between template-bound reactions versus off-template reactions, the activated helper (AIH) is
long enough to be stably bound to the template, and the primer can only be extended by one
nucleotide. Our experiments show that template-bound AIG can react with an activated
downstream helper to form an imidazolium-bridged intermediate (GAIH) linking the 5′phosphates of the monomer and the helper. This reaction is a rate-limiting step for on-template
phosphodiester bond formation, but can be accelerated when OAtG monomers or the GAIG
intermediate are used in place of AIG (Chart 4.1). After on-template formation of the
imidazolium-bridged intermediate, we observed that > 90% of GAIH is converted to a primer
extension product instead of hydrolyzing. Our results indicate that the RNA duplex on its own
can specifically catalyze a multi-step phosphodiester bond formation pathway over hydrolysis.
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This suggests that the configuration of RNA specifically favors its own replication through
template-directed catalysis of polymerization.

Results and Discussion:
On-Template Catalysis of Primer Extension by Downstream Helpers
We began our analysis of the on-template reactions in a primer/activated-G
monomer/activated-helper/template (P/AIG/AIH/T) complex by determining whether the
predominant mechanism of primer extension proceeded via on-template formation of the GAIH
intermediate, which has a 2-aminoimidazolium group linking the 5′-phosphates of the monomer
and the helper (Scheme 4.1). In this proposed reaction pathway, the RNA monomer guanosine5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide (AIG) first binds the single-nucleotide gap in between the
primer and the helper, then forms the GAIH intermediate, and finally reacts with the primer to
form the +1 extended primer, with regeneration of AIH. We also considered the possibility that
the AIG RNA monomer could react off-template to form the dinucleotide intermediate GAIG, and
that GAIG might also extend the primer, but without forming an imidazolium-bridged
intermediate with the downstream activated helper AIH.
To determine whether primer extension requires the on-template formation of an
imidazolium-bridge between the monomer and the downstream helper, we examined primer
extension reactions using the AIG monomer or the GAIG intermediate, with either no downstream
helper, a downstream helper with a 5′-phosphate, or a downstream helper with a 5′-phosphoro-2aminoimidazole group (Figure 4.1a–c). As an additional control, we also analyzed a differently
activated RNA monomer, guanosine-5′-phosphoro-(1-hydroxy-7-aza-benzotriazole) (OAtG, Chart
4.1), which cannot react with itself but can react with AIG to form the imidazolium-bridged
dinucleotide intermediate GAIG (Zhang et al., 2017; Kervio et al., 2016). For AIG, GAIG, and
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OAt

G, the activated helper AIH increased the rate of primer extension by at least 50-fold and in

most cases over 200-fold in comparison with unactivated helper or no helper (Table 4.1). The
large magnitude of the rate enhancement suggests that the predominant pathway of primer
extension with AIG, GAIG, and OAtG involves the on-template formation of the imidazoliumbridged GAIH intermediate.

Scheme 4.1. Predominant on-template reactions of AIG and GAIG to form the imidazoliumbridged GAIH intermediate and extend the primer by one nucleotide.
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Figure 4.1. Imidazolium-bridge formation with the downstream helper is required for fast rates
of primer extension. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of primer extension reactions at
1, 2, and 3 min with 2 mM OAtG and (a) no downstream helper, (b) unactivated helper and (c) 2aminoimidazole activated helper. (d) The observed pseudo-first order rate constant of primer
extension (kobs) within the P/AIH/T complex increases and plateaus with the concentration of AIG,
GAIG, and OAtG. The line is a fit to the Michaelis-Menten equation. (e) The concentration of
GAIG in a solution of 500 μM AIG incubated in primer extension buffer as measured by HPLC.

AI

GAIG

G

OAt

G

no helper

< 10-2

(1.6 ± 0.1) x 10-2

< 10-2

unactivated helper

(6.8 ± 0.3) x 10-2

(1.1 ± 0.0) x 10-1

(9.7 ± 0.2) x 10-2

AI

3.7 ± 0.1

25.3 ± 0.4

26.9 ± 0.4

H

Table 4.1. The rates of primer extension for AIG, GAIG, and OAtG depend on the presence and
activation of a downstream helper oligonucleotide.
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The observed pseudo-first order rate constants of primer extension, kobs, are presented in
units of h−1. Reactions were initiated by addition of 2 mM AIG, GAIG, or OAtG to a reaction mix
containing 2 μM primer, 5 μM template, and either no downstream helper oligonucleotide, 10
μM unactivated helper, or 10 μM activated helper oligonucleotide AIH. For reactions with no
helper or unactivated helper, the reaction was quantified at 20 min, 1 h, and 3 h. For reactions
with AIH, the reaction was quantified at 1, 2, and 3 min. We conservatively consider our
detection limit to be < 10−2 h−1, which corresponds to 3% extension over 3 h.
The slower rate of primer extension with AIG than GAIG or OAtG (Table 4.1) is consistent
with the fact that both imidazolium species and OAt are better leaving groups than AI, and that
therefore both GAIG and OAtG should react to form the GAIH intermediate more rapidly than AIG.
However, a previous study suggested that the affinity of an RNA nucleotide to the template also
depends on the identity of the activating group on the 5′-phosphate of the monomer (Kervio et
al., 2016), suggesting that the rate difference could potentially be due to differential binding. We
therefore measured the rate of primer extension as a function of the concentration of AIG, GAIG,
and OAtG (Figure 4.1d). The pseudo-first order rate constant of primer extension, kobs, increased
with concentration for all three molecules and plateaued above 500 μM, suggesting saturation of
the template. However, the rate of AIG plateaus at 3.7 h−1, while GAIG and OAtG plateau at 27 h−1.
Thus, differences in binding do not account for the differences in the rate of primer extension.
Since fast primer extension requires an activated downstream helper, the most likely explanation
for the observed differences in rate is that they reflect differences in the rate of formation of the
GAIH intermediate, which is required for primer extension.
Due to the slow rate of extension by AIG, we checked whether the spontaneous formation
of GAIG in the reaction mixture impacted our measurements of primer extension by AIG. Our best
preparation of AIG monomer still contained trace amounts of GAIG (Figure 4.1e), corresponding
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to 1.5 ± 0.4 μM GAIG in a solution of 500 μM AIG. Incubation of 500 μM AIG in primer
extension buffer resulted in an additional slight increase in GAIG to 2.5 ± 0.3 μM by 3 min.
However, this amount of GAIG cannot account for the rate of primer extension with AIG in the
presence of AIH, which was measured at time points from 1 to 3 min (Figure 4.2). This
observation further suggests that template-bound AIG does react directly with the downstream
helper AIH to form the intermediate GAIH, albeit at a slow rate.

Figure 4.2. The low level of GAIG present in 500 μM AIG cannot account for the rate of primer
extension observed in a P/AIH/T complex. (a) HPLC trace following injection of 20 μL of pure
500 μM AIG prepared by diluting a 10 mM stock in water, (b) 20 μL of a 500 μM solution of AIG
prepared by dilution of a 10 mM stock solution in primer extension buffer followed by
incubation for 15 min, and (c) 20 μL of 500 μM GAIG diluted in water. The peak at 7–8 min
corresponds to AIG, and the peak at 13–14 min corresponds to GAIG. Quantification of a and b
are presented in Figure 4.1e. (d) The pseudo-first order rate constant of primer extension over the
first 3 min at low concentrations of GAIG in the presence of 500 μM GMP as a competitive
inhibitor in place of AIG. Rate constants below 1 h−1 are not detectable in this experiment (n.d.).
The observed rate constant of primer extension using 500 μM AIG is 2.6 ± 0.2 h−1 (Figure 4.1d).
Because < 3 μM GAIG is present in 500 μM AIG under these conditions (Figure 4.1e), the
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Figure 4.2. (continued). presence of GAIG formed in solution cannot account for the observed
rate, assuming that AIG is a competitive inhibitor of primer extension.

Quantifying On-Template Formation of Imidazolium-Bridged Intermediate
In the above experiments, the rate of primer extension is an indirect readout of the rate of
formation of the GAIH intermediate, and we therefore sought a more direct test of the hypothesis
that the slow rate of primer extension by AIG was due to rate limiting on-template formation of
the intermediate GAIH. If the on-template reaction of AIH and AIG to form GAIH is rate limiting,
then primer extension should become faster if the AIG is pre-incubated with the primer/activatedhelper/template (P/AIH/T) complex, allowing the GAIH intermediate to accumulate before
initiation of the primer extension reaction. To test this hypothesis, 1 mM AIG was pre-incubated
with the P/T/AIH complex in the absence of the catalytic metal ion Mg2+ to allow accumulation
of the GAIH intermediate. After various times, 100 mM MgCl2 was then added to initiate primer
extension.
The kobs of primer extension significantly increased after pre-incubation of P/AIH/T with
AI

G and plateaus near 21 h−1 by 30 min (Figure 4.3a), consistent with the accumulation of the

GAIH intermediate leading to faster subsequent rates of primer extension. Pre-incubation of 1.5
mM AIG in buffer without the P/AIH/T complex did not greatly increase the rate of primer
extension, indicating that the off-template formation of GAIG does not account for this effect.
Repeating this experiment with 1 mM OAtG instead of AIG slightly increased the kobs of primer
extension from 24 h−1 to 28 h−1 suggesting that with OAtG, the bulk of the GAIH intermediate
forms very rapidly but that pre-incubation allows for a small further increase in GAIH levels. A
similar maximum kobs value of ~ 27 h−1 was also observed for initial rates of primer extension at
saturating levels of OAtG and GAIG without pre-incubation (Fig. 1d), suggesting that this value
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may correspond to the maximum rate of phosphodiester bond formation in this experimental
system when AIH is completely converted to the GAIH intermediate. The kobs of AIG does not
reach this value of 27 h−1, even after pre-incubation, possibly due to slower formation of GAIH
and concomitant hydrolysis of this intermediate.

Figure 4.3. On-template imidazolium bridge formation between AIG and AIH limits the rate of
primer extension. (a) The kobs of primer extension vs. time of pre-incubation of 1 mM AIG with
the P/AIH/T complex (red triangles), 1 mM OAtG with P/AIH/T (blue circles), or 1.5 mM AIG
without P/AIH/T (black squares). PAGE shows quick formation of the extension product for (b)
OAt

G versus (c) AIG. (d) The formation of the primer extension product over the first 15 min with

2 mM AIG or OAtG, fit to a model of consecutive first order reactions (yellow lines). For b–d, time
points are every 30 s for the first 3 min, and then every minute.

In order to quantify the rate of on-template imidazolium bridge formation, we performed
a time course of primer extension when the P/AIH/T complex was incubated with a saturating
concentration (2 mM) of either AIG or OAtG (Tam et al., 2017). After initiating primer extension
by addition of AIG or OAtG, time points were taken to capture the reaction kinetics over 15 min
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(Figure 4.3b–c, quantification in 4.3d). Once the monomer binds the P/AIH/T complex, primer
extension occurs through two steps, imidazolium bridge formation followed by phosphodiester
bond formation, that have associated rate constants kbridge and kextend. Both of these rate constants
should be first order because the reactions occur within a bound complex. When kbridge is much
greater than kextend, the primer extension reaction can be approximated by a single first order rate
constant kextend. This scenario likely represents the maximum rate observed at saturating levels of
OAt

G and GAIG (Figure 4.1d). Therefore, we set kextend to 27 h−1 in a simple model of consecutive

first order kinetics. This model was then fit to the primer extension time courses in order to
calculate the rate of imidazolium bridge formation (Figure 4.3d). We calculated kbridge = 5.1 ±
0.03 h−1 for AIG and 137 ± 14 h−1 for OAtG. The previously determined second order rate constant
for imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide formation from 2-aminoimidazole activated monomers
free in solution is 4.5 h−1 M−1 (Walton and Szostak, 2017). This suggests that the effective ontemplate molarity is ~ 1.1 M. However, this value is likely an upper-limit due to the possible
contribution of GAIG formed off-template during the 15 min time-course.

Mg2+ Promotes Primer Extension Over Hydrolysis
For the time course of primer extension during OAtG incubation with the P/AIH/T
complex, we noticed that > 98% of the primer is extended by 15 min (Figure 4.3b). This suggests
that very little of the GAIH hydrolyzes to a helper oligonucleotide with a 5′-phosphate (Scheme
4.2), since the rate of primer extension with an unactivated helper is very slow (Table 4.1).
However, hydrolysis of the GAIH intermediate to guanosine-5′-monophosphate (GMP) and AIH
could still occur on-template without greatly affecting the rate and yield of primer extension
because OAtG is in excess and could exchange with template-bound GMP. In order to measure
the rate of this hydrolysis reaction, we prepared the P/GAIH/T complex by in situ formation of
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GAIH using low concentrations of OAtG (Figure 4.4), and then proceeded to measure the
partitioning of this complex between primer extension and hydrolysis to yield GMP. A low
concentration of the monomer was necessary to limit the amount of off-template hydrolysis, so
that on-template hydrolysis could be observed.

Scheme 4.2. High partition of P/GAIH/T complex to primer +1 extension product over
hydrolysis.

Figure 4.4. kobs of primer extension after pre-incubation of P/AIH/T with 25 μM AIG or OAtG. A
mixture of 2 μM primer, 5 μM template and 10 μM AIH was pre-incubated with 25 μM of either
AI

G or OAtG. After various times, the primer extension reaction was initiated by addition of

MgCl2 to a final concentration of 100 mM, and the pseudo-first order rate constant of primer
extension was determined over the first three minutes. The relatively fast rates of primer
extension by OAtG suggest that the formation of the GAIH intermediate is rapid even at a
relatively low concentration of OAtG.
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To verify the in situ formation of the GAIH intermediate using this method, we incubated
OAt

G monomer with the P/AIH/T complex in the absence of Mg2+, and analyzed the products by

reverse-phase HPLC (Figure 4.5a). All components of the P/AIH/T complex were well resolved,
and were identified by comparison with standards or by LC-MS analysis (Figures 4.6–4.7, Table
4.2). Upon addition of 200 μM OAtG, a new peak appeared (Figure 4.5a, purple) corresponding to
GAIH. As expected, its formation requires both the template and downstream helper activation
(Figure 4.8); in addition, the collected material from this peak has the expected mass and extends
the primer with a rate of kobs = 26 ± 0.9 h−1 (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.5. The imidazolium-bridged GAIH intermediate undergoes phosphodiester bond
formation with minimal hydrolysis. (a) Reverse-phase HPLC detects the GAIH formed in situ
from OAtG and the P/AIH/T complex without Mg2+. (b) Quantification by HPLC shows that
formation of GAIH plateaus near 20 min pre-incubation. (c) HPLC analysis of the pre-incubation
complex after addition of 100 mM MgCl2. (d) Quantification by HPLC over time shows high
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Figure 4.5 (continued). conversion of GAIH to primer extension product and AIH. Red,
unactivated helper; green, AIH; purple, GAIH; yellow, primer; brown, primer + 1; black, OAtG.

Figure 4.6. HPLC absorbance traces at 254 nm of mono- and oligonucleotide standards. (a) The
main peak at 19–20 min corresponds to the primer. (b) The main peak at 24–25 min corresponds
to the template. (c) The smaller peak at 4–5 min corresponds to GMP, and the larger peak at 21–
22 min corresponds to OAtG. (d) The main peak at 19 min corresponds to the activated helper
AI

H. (e) The peak at 19 min again corresponds to AIH, and the peak at 17–18 min corresponds to

unactivated helper. (f) The peak at 6–7 min corresponds to the monomer AIG.
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Figure 4.7. OAtG does not hydrolyze extensively when pre-incubated with the P/AIH/T complex.
HPLC absorbance trace of the P/AIH/T complex incubated with 200 μM OAtG in 250 mM NaCl
and 40 mM Tris for (a) 5 min and (b) 1 h are presented in Figure 4.5a but are expanded here. The
small peak beside the template at 23 min is an impurity. The peak denoted by H is the
unactivated helper. (c) Quantification of GMP formation over time by HPLC. The concentration
of GMP increases from 14 ± 2 μM at 5 min to 21 ± 1 μM at 1 h.

Figure 4.8. Formation of GAIH requires both template and downstream helper activation. (a) 20
μM primer, 24 μM AIH, and 200 μM OAtG were incubated in the absence of template in 250 mM
NaCl and 40 mM Tris-Cl pH 8 for 60 min before injection onto the C18 HPLC column. The
absence of a peak in between the peaks for AIH and the primer shows that formation of GAIH
requires the template. Similar results were obtained after 5 min incubation. (b) 20 μM primer, 22
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Figure 4.8 (continued). μM template, 24 μM unactivated helper (H), and 200 μM OAtG were
incubated in 250 mM NaCl and 40 mM Tris-Cl pH 8 for 60 min before injection onto the C18
HPLC column. The absence of a peak at the expected position for GAIH indicates that the
formation of GAIH requires 2-aminoimidazole activation of the downstream helper
oligonucleotide. Similar results were obtained after a 5 min incubation. The dashed line in both
traces indicates the expected position of the GAIH peak.

Figure 4.9. Characterization of GAIH purified by analytical HPLC. (a) Negative mode mass
spectrum of main product in collected C18 HPLC fraction corresponding to the product of a
template-bound reaction between AIH and OAtG. Peaks corresponding to GAIH are labeled with
the charge state. The peak corresponding to an internal standard is labeled (std). Calculated and
observed masses are presented in Table 4.2. (b) Total ion counts versus time by LC-MS shows
two peaks for the lyophilized fraction collected by analytical C18 HPLC. The main peak at 15
min corresponds to GAIH. The smaller peak at 13 min corresponds to AIH, which likely results
from decay of GAIH during lyophilization. (c) Primer extension reactions were initiated by
addition of 5 μM GAIH to a mix of 2 μM primer and 3 μM template in 100 mM MgCl2, 100 mM
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Figure 4.9 (continued). Tris-Cl pH 8, and 250 mM NaCl. PAGE samples are shown at 1, 2, and
3 min after initiation. (d) Quantification of the primer extension reaction in triplicate by a first
order rate plot yields a slope corresponding to the observed rate constant kobs = 21.7 ± 0.8 h−1.
This rate constant becomes kobs = 26.1 ± 0.9 h−1 if we account for the purity of the GAIH sample.
The kobs calculated for pure GAIH agrees with our assignment of kextend = 27 h−1 in our model of
consecutive first order kinetics (Figure 4.3).

Table 4.2. LC-MS analysis of collected HPLC fractions agrees with the expected mass based
upon peak identification. Fractions corresponding to C18 HPLC peaks were collected after 20
min pre-incubation or 10 min primer extension in the presence of 100 mM MgCl2. All observed
masses are within 4 ppm of calculated masses for the proposed molecules.

The concentration of the GAIH intermediate plateaus at 16 μM after 20 min preincubation of 20 μM P/AIH/T complex with 200 μM of OAtG (Figure 4.5b), but hydrolysis and
extension products slowly accumulate (Figure 4.10). Therefore, we analyzed the Mg2+ initiated
partition of GAIH between hydrolysis and primer extension after 20 min pre-incubation. At this
point, 80% of the primer is in a P/GAIH/T complex, < 5% of the primer has reacted to form the
primer + 1 product, and the remaining primer is present in unreacted P/AIH/T complex (Figure
4.5c). Addition of MgCl2 caused rapid accumulation of the primer + 1 product, from < 1 μM to
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>18 μM, while the amount of unreacted primer correspondingly decreased from 19 μM to 2 μM,
as confirmed by LC-MS (Table 4.2). As expected, primer extension required both the template
and activation of the downstream helper (Figure 4.11). By 10 min, > 90% of the primer had been
extended, suggesting that the GAIH intermediate reacts with the primer to form a new
phosphodiester bond with high specificity and little accompanying hydrolysis (Scheme 4.2).

Figure 4.10. Hydrolysis and primer extension of the P/AIH/T complex without Mg2+. 20 μM
primer, 22 μM template, 24 μM AIH, and 200 μM OAtG were incubated in 250 mM NaCl and 40
mM Tris-Cl pH 8 for various amounts of time before injection onto a C18 HPLC column. In the
absence of Mg2+, the majority of the GAIH intermediate hydrolyzes instead of being converted
into the primer +1 extension product.

Figure 4.11. Formation of the primer + 1 product requires both the template and downstream
helper activation. (a) 20 μM primer, 24 μM AIH, and 200 μM OAtG were incubated without
template in 250 mM NaCl and 40 mM Tris-Cl pH 8 for 20 min before addition of MgCl2. After
10 min incubation in the presence of 100 mM MgCl2, the sample was injected onto a C18 HPLC
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Figure 4.11 (continued). column. No peak is present at the position corresponding to the primer
+ 1 product. (b) A mixture of 20 μM primer, 22 μM template, 24 μM unactivated helper (H), and
200 μM OAtG was incubated in 250 mM NaCl and 40 mM Tris-Cl pH 8 for 20 min before
addition of 100 mM MgCl2. The sample was injected 10 min after MgCl2 addition. Again, no
primer +1 product is observed. The expected position of the primer + 1 product (P+1) is
indicated by the dashed line in both traces.

To quantitate the partition of the P/GAIH/T complex between reaction of GAIH with the
primer and hydrolysis, we calculated the changes in concentration of the remaining reaction
products of both primer extension and hydrolysis during the 10 min incubation in the presence of
the catalytic metal ion Mg2+. The concentration of AIH increased from 6.9 ± 0.9 μM to 21 ± 0.03
μM during the primer extension reaction, as expected since reaction of primer with GAIH releases
AI

H as the leaving group. In contrast, the unactivated helper (derived from attack of water on the

phosphate between 2-aminoimidazole and the RNA oligonucleotide) was not observed to
significantly increase. Similarly, we did not observe a significant change in the concentration of
GMP, the product of attack of water on the phosphate between G and the AI of GAIH (Figure
4.12). Before the addition of MgCl2, the concentration of GMP was 21 ± 0.7 μM, while after 10
min of incubation with MgCl2, the measured concentration was the same within error at 20 ± 1.0
μM GMP.
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Figure 4.12. Analysis of GMP formation during primer extension by HPLC. (a) HPLC
absorbance trace at 254 nm of the pre-initiation mixture of 200 μM OAtG, 20 μM primer, 22 μM
template, and 24 μM activated helper (AIH) after a 20 min pre-incubation in 250 mM NaCl and
40 mM Tris-Cl pH 8. The peak (U) at 3 min corresponds to material not retained on the C18
column, and likely corresponds to salt and buffer. The peak at 4 min corresponds to GMP, as
identified by comparison with a standard (Figure 4.6c). The observed concentration of GMP is
21 ± 0.7 μM. The small peak at 6 min corresponds to AIG based upon comparison with a standard
(Figure 4.6f), and is consistent with the small amount of unactivated helper formed by hydrolysis
of AIH and GAIH during pre-incubation (Figure 4.5). (b) HPLC absorbance trace of the primer
extension reaction mix after 10 min incubation in the presence of 100 mM MgCl2. The peak at 3
min has increased, perhaps due to the MgCl2. The calculated concentration of GMP is 20 ± 1.0
μM, which is not significantly different than the concentration before addition of MgCl2. In
addition, we compared the integrated peak values of OAtG to that of the template, which should
not react under these conditions and can be used as an internal standard. Before addition of
MgCl2, the ratio of OAtG to template was 0.66 ± 0.03 and 0.62 ± 0.03 after 10 min with MgCl2.
Again, this analysis suggests that OAtG does not significantly decay during the extension reaction.

To test the generality of this result, we also examined extension of the primer using the
OAt activated C monomer OAtC in place of OAtG, but with the same activated helper AIH. The
template sequence was also changed to contain a G in the +1 position in order to maintain
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Watson-Crick pairing between the monomer and template. These results using OAtC are
consistent with what was observed in the experimental system above (Figure 4.13). After in situ
formation of the imidazolium-bridged CAIH intermediate on template, addition of Mg2+ caused
rapid conversion to the primer extension product and AIH without significant hydrolysis of the
OAt

C monomer.

Figure 4.13. High conversion of CAIH to primer extension product after addition of MgCl2. The
reaction conditions are the same as Figure 4.5, except that 200 μM OAtC was used in place of
OAt

G. 20 μM primer, 22 μM template, and 24 μM AIH in 250 mM NaCl and 40 mM Tris-Cl pH 8

(a) before addition of 200 μM OAtC and (b) 20 min after addition of 200 μM OAtC. Addition of
OAt

C causes formation of a new peak at 17.7 min, which likely corresponds to the CAIH covalent

intermediate that contains a 2-aminoimidazolium bridge linking the 5′-phosphates of the C
monomer and the helper oligonucleotide. Following 20 min pre-incubation to form CAIH in situ,
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Figure 4.13 (continued). primer extension reactions were analyzed by HPLC at (c) 1 min, (d) 3
min, and (e) 10 min after addition of 100 mM MgCl2. In contrast to primer extension using a G
monomer, the primer extension product using OAtC eluted before the unreacted primer, as
verified by a purchased standard. Unfortunately, the primer and primer +1 extension product
were unable to be fully resolved using our methods, which prevents a quantitative analysis of this
reaction. However, the HPLC traces indicate that the majority of the primer is quickly extended
within 10 min, such that the unreacted primer is not distinguished from the extension product at
this final time point. These results are consistent with a high conversion of the CAIH intermediate
to primer extension in the presence of MgCl2.

Conclusions: The most effective one-pot nonenzymatic template-directed RNA polymerization
reactions utilize 2-aminoimidazole activated monomers and 2-aminoimidazole activated
downstream helper trinucleotides to copy templates containing all four nucleotides by primer
extension (Li et al., 2017). Our current results show that when a 2-aminoimidazole activated
monomer AIN is bound to the template, it can react with an adjacent template-bound helper AIH
to form an imidazolium-bridged intermediate NAIH, which subsequently undergoes
phosphodiester bond formation by reaction with the adjacent primer 3′-OH. However, activated
downstream trimers, which can rapidly come on and off the template, might also react with AIN
or NAIN off-template to form an imidazolium-bridged species which then binds the template and
react with the primer. The relative contributions of these pathways to primer extension remains
unknown.
From a practical perspective, the improved mechanistic understanding of the role of
downstream helpers in primer extension suggests new strategies for further enhancement of the
rate and extent of primer extension. For example, replacing AIG with either OAtG or GAIG
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increased the rate of primer extension by over seven-fold. In addition, the reaction of AIG with
AI

H to form GAIH releases free 2-aminoimidazole, which inhibits primer extension (Walton and

Szostak, 2017). This problem is mitigated if OAtG or GAIG are used in place of AIG. The
utilization of a more reactive monomer or dinucleotide intermediate in combination with 2aminoimidazole activated trimer helpers could also reduce the necessary concentrations of
primer extension substrates to more prebiotically plausible levels. Typical primer extension
conditions utilize 20–100 mM monomers, but by using a combination of OAtG and AIH, we were
able to reduce the RNA monomer concentration to 200 μM and below while maintaining high
rates of polymerization (Figures 4.4–4.5). A lower concentration of monomer should also reduce
side-reactions that produce inhibitors of primer extension, such as nucleotide-5′-phosphates and
5′-5′-pyrophosphate linked dinucleotides (Puthenvedu et al., 2015; Majerfeld et al., 2016).
While the ultimate goal of our mechanistic studies is to enable nonenzymatic copying of
any RNA template sequence, our current study focused on the addition of just a single nucleotide
to a primer, by using a long, stably bound downstream helper. This approach allowed us to
quantitatively follow the on-template reactions, as well as track potential side reactions. We
initially expected that Mg2+-catalyzed attack of the primer 3′-hydroxyl on the GAIH intermediate
(which generates a new phosphodiester bond) might also be associated with Mg2+-catalyzed
attack of water on the imidazolium-bridged intermediate, causing hydrolysis. The complex
protein machinery required for the catalytic specificity of enzyme polymerases suggested that
nonenzymatic polymerization might be relatively nonspecific. To our surprise, no significant
hydrolysis reactions were detected in the presence of Mg2+ during the time required for primer
extension (Figure 4.5), indicating that Mg2+ specifically catalyzes on-template phosphodiester
bond formation instead of hydrolysis.
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We propose that the structure of the transient complex generated by interaction between
the Mg2+ ion and the site of nonenzymatic polymerization does not allow for the attack of water
on the reactive imidazolium intermediate. Our recent observation of primer extension by X-ray
crystallography shows that the template-bound configuration of GAIG is positioned for in-line
attack by the 3′-OH of the primer, but the catalytic Mg2+ ion was not observed (Zhang et al.,
2018b). One possibility is that the Mg2+ is transiently coordinated by both the 3′-OH of the
primer and the 5′-phosphate of the reactive nucleotide. If Mg2+ coordination helps orient the 3′OH for in-line attack on the phosphate, then the imidazolium-bridged intermediate would be
sterically occluded from hydrolysis by either Mg2+-bound water or water from the bulk solution.
It will be interesting to see if the high partition of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate to
primer extension products is unique to RNA or is also seen with other nucleic acids; it is possible
that the selectivity of the primer extension reaction was an important reason for the selection of
RNA as the genetic material during the origin of life.

Materials and Methods:
Materials
The free acid of guanosine-5′-monophosphate was purchased from Santa Cruz
Biotechnology. 2-aminoimidazole HCl salt was purchased from Combi-Blocks, Inc. 1-hydroxy7-aza-benzotriazole was purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. 2,2′-dipyridyl disulfide
was purchased from Chem-Impex International. RNA phosphoramidites were purchased from
BioAutomation. The Sequagel - UreaGel concentrate and diluent system for denaturing 20%
polyacrylamide gels was purchased from National Diagnostics. 0.5 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic
acid (EDTA) was purchased from Molecular Biologicals International, Inc. All other reagents
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
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Preparation of AIG, OAtG, and GAIG
AI

G and OAtG monomers were prepared by first dissolving 100 mg guanosine-5′-

monophosphate free acid and 200 mg of either 2-aminoimidazole HCl or 1-hydroxy-7-azabenzotriazole in ~30 mL water with 200 μL triethylamine (TEA). This mixture was flash frozen
inside of a polypropylene tube with liquid nitrogen and lyophilized on a VirTis Freezemobile
25EL from SP Scientific. Once dry, the material was transferred to a 100 mL glass vessel with
20 mL dimethyl sulfoxide and 300 μL TEA. The lyophilized material did not completely
dissolve at first, but 1.5 g each of 2,2′-dipyridyl disulfide (DPDS) and triphenyl phosphine (TPP)
were added and the lyophilized material dissolved while the reaction was left stirring at room
temperature overnight. Another 1 g each of DPDS and TPP were added the next day, and 1–2 h
later the product was precipitated by dripping into a stirring mixture of cold 120 mL acetone, 60
mL diethyl ether, and 4.5 g sodium perchlorate. The crude material was collected by
centrifugation in polypropylene tubes and washed 2–3 times with acetone. After overnight
desiccation, the crude material was purified by column chromatography as previously described
(Walton and Szostak, 2016). Fractions containing AIG were adjusted to pH 10.2–10.9 using 5%
sodium hydroxide before flash freezing and lyophilization. Fractions containing OAtG were
lyophilized without pH adjustment. The GAIG dinucleotide was prepared as previously described
(Zhang et al., 2017). Briefly, crude preparations of OAtG and AIG were mixed at high
concentrations in water to form GAIG over 1–2 h, followed by purification with column
chromatography and lyophilization at −20 °C.

Preparation of oligomers
The sequences of all RNA oligomers used in this study are presented in Table 4.3. RNA
sequences were either purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. or prepared in-house
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by standard solid-phase phosphoramidite chemistry as previously described (Tam et al., 2018).
For the preparation of the activated helper AIH, the unactivated helper was first synthesized,
cleaved from the support, deprotected, and purified by C18 column chromatography. 2 μmole of
lyophilized material was then dissolved in 400 μL of dimethyl sulfoxide containing ~ 40 μmole
of 2-aminoimidazole. 4 h after addition of 40 mg DPDS and TPP to begin the reaction, it was
precipitated in a mixture of 10 mL acetone, 5 mL diethyl ether, and 0.4 g sodium perchlorate.
AI

H was then purified by ion exchange chromatography and lyophilized on a VirTis

Freezemobile 25EL from SP Scientific without pH adjustment. pH adjustment was unnecessary
to acquire pure samples, possibly due to the dilute concentration of AIH in the sample. The solid
lyophilized material was washed with acetone to remove excess sodium perchlorate and placed
under house vacuum overnight to remove residual acetone from the pellet. All sequences were
checked for purity by liquid chromatography – mass spectrometry (LC-MS) in negative mode
with an Agilent 1200 HPLC system equipped with a Waters 100 mm XBridge C18 column
connected to an Agilent 6230 mass spectrometer as previously described (Tam et al., 2018). 50–
100 pmole of material was injected for each run.

sequence (5′ to 3′)

source

unlabeled primer

CpUpCpApApUpG

in-house

labeled primer

FAM- CpUpCpApApUpG

IDT

template for G monomers

GpApGpUpUpApGpCpCpApUpUpGpApG

in-house

template for C monomers

GpApGpUpUpApGpGpCpApUpUpGpApG

IDT

unactivated helper

pCpUpApApCpUpC

in-house

Table 4.3. RNA sequences used in this study.
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Primer extension reaction kinetics
Primer extension reactions were initiated by addition of either activated nucleotides or
MgCl2. All reactions were performed in triplicate. If initiated by activated nucleotides, the final
concentrations in the reaction mix were 2 μM FAM labeled primer, 5 μM template, 250 mM
NaCl, 100 mM Tris-Cl pH 8, and 100 mM MgCl2. Activated and unactivated helper
oligonucleotides were added to a final concentration of 10 μM. AIG, GAIG, and OAtG were added
at final concentrations of 0.025–2 mM to initiate primer extension reactions. If initiated with
MgCl2, a pre-incubation mix containing 2 μM FAM labeled primer, 5 μM template, 10 μM AIH,
250 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris pH 8, and 0.025–2 mM monomer was prepared. The monomer was
added last at various concentrations to initiate the pre-incubation period. After various times, 1
M MgCl2 was added to the pre-incubation mix to a final concentration of 100 mM MgCl2, which
dilutes the components of the pre-incubation mix to 90% of their original value. Addition of
MgCl2 marks the beginning of the primer extension reaction. 1 μL reaction aliquots were
removed at various times and quenched in 7 μL of 8 M urea, 100 mM Tris-Cl, 100 mM boric
acid, and 75 mM EDTA. 2 μL of the quenched reaction mix was analyzed by 20% denaturing
PAGE. 0.4 mM thick gels were run for 30 min at 30 W constant power on a Bio-Rad model
3000/300 power supply. Then, the gels were scanned on an Amersham Typhoon RGB from GE
Healthcare and analyzed with IQTL 8.1 software to quantify the fluorescent bands.
After quantification by PAGE, data were analyzed to determine rate constants. The
pseudo-first order rate constant kobs was determined by linear regression of the natural log of the
fraction remaining primer over time using Microsoft Excel. Error bars are not presented if they
are smaller than the data symbols used for the graph. In order to determine kbridge, the data were
fit to a standard integrated equation of consecutive first order kinetics using Prism 7 that relates
the formation of the primer extension product over time to the two first order rate constants kbridge
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and kextend. The general consecutive first order equation for the formation of product C from
initial reactant A over X time is [C] = [A] * (1 + (1 / (k1 − k2)) * (k2 * EXP(−k1 *X) − k1
*EXP(−k2 * X))), For calculation of the rate constant kbridge, the data from the primer extension
time courses were fit to the equation: [extended primer] = 2 * 10−6 M * (1 + (1 / (kbridge − 0.45
min−1)) * (0.45 min−1 * EXP(−kbridge * X) − kbridge * EXP(−0.45 min−1 * X))), where 2 * 10−6 M
is the starting concentration of the unextended primer, X is time in minutes, and kextend = 0.45
min−1 = 27 h−1.

Analytical high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
Samples were analyzed on an Agilent 1100 series HPLC system equipped with a 4.6 x
250 mm, 6 µm Varitide RPC column, a solvent degasser, an autosampler, and a fraction
collector. Samples were monitored for absorbance at 254 nm wavelength using a gradient of 20
mM triethyl amine / bicarbonate buffer pH 7.5 versus acetonitrile (0–5 min., 2% ACN; 2–30
min., 2 to 13% ACN (for G monomers) and 2 to 15% ACN (for C monomers); up to 95% ACN
from 32–37 min.; down to 2% ACN from 38–40 min.). To monitor the formation of GAIH during
the pre-incubation of OAtG with P/AIH/T complex, 25 μL pre-incubation reactions were prepared
with final concentrations of 20 μM primer, 22 μM template, 24 μM AIH, 40 mM Tris pH 8, 250
mM NaCl, and 200 μM of OAtG. Addition of 1 M MgCl2 to a final concentration of 100 mM
MgCl2 in the pre-incubation mix, to initiate primer extension, caused the reaction volume to
reach 27.8 μL, and as a result, all of the components of the pre-incubation mixture were diluted
to 90% of their original concentration. To monitor the appearance of reaction products, 20 μL of
the reaction mix was injected into the HPLC for all pre-incubation mixes, and for the samples
incubated with 100 mM MgCl2 for 10 min. For the samples incubated in 100 mM MgCl2 for 1
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and 3 min, the 27.8 μL reaction was mixed with 10 μL of 0.5 M EDTA at the indicated time, and
30 μL of this reaction mix was injected as quickly as possible into the HPLC.
The elution of reactants and products from the HPLC was monitored by UV absorbance
at 254 nm, and the A254 peak integrals were used to calculate concentrations as follows. First, a
correction factor was applied to account for the different extinction coefficients of the primer
versus the primer +1 product, as well as the AIH and unactivated helper H versus GAIH.
Extinction coefficients at 260 nm wavelength were calculated using the OligoAnalyzer 3.1
software from Integrated DNA Technologies. Second, the concentrations of the primer and
primer +1 were calculated using the ratio of the two integrals to normalize the total concentration
to 20 μM, the initial primer concentration. The same was done for AIH, GAIH, and unactivated
helper H, to normalize the total concentration to 24 μM, the initial AIH concentration. Third, the
concentration of GMP and OAtG was calculated from the ratio of their HPLC integrals,
normalizing the total concentration of GMP, OAtG, primer +1, and GAIH to 200 μM, the initial
OAt

G concentration.
In order to collect peak fractions for subsequent MS analysis, a 20 min pre-incubation

mix of 75 μL or a 10 min primer extension reaction mix of 83 μL was prepared, and 70 μL of the
sample was injected into the HPLC. Fractions corresponding to the peaks were automatically
collected by absorbance threshold. Fractions were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized
at −20° C on a VirTis AdVantage Plus EL-85 lyophilizer from SP Scientific in order to
concentrate the sample. Samples were then submitted to the LC-MS instrument as described for
oligo synthesis. Experimentally observed masses were compared to the exact masses calculated
using ChemDraw Professional 16.0 in order to calculate differences presented in Table 4.2.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions
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My doctoral thesis work spans a variety of original discoveries related to the chemical
mechanism behind nonenzymatic RNA polymerization. First, I identified an unexpected
imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate that is spontaneously formed in solutions of
nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-methylimidazolide monomers. The observation that nonenzymatic
polymerization involves a dinucleotide intermediate that forms in the absence of the
primer/template RNA duplex diverged from many long-held assumptions about the reaction,
such as the belief that the polymerization mechanism only involved RNA monomers bound to
the template. Second, I determined that the predominant mechanism of nonenzymatic RNA
polymerization does proceed through the dinucleotide intermediate, and that primer extension
through reaction with the monomer is too slow to be accurately measured. To do so, I developed
a kinetic model that describes how the concentration of the RNA monomer, dinucleotide
intermediate, and hydrolysis products change over time. This model accurately predicts the rate
of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization for the first 2–3 hours, but subsequently diverges from
experimental observations at later time points due to currently undefined processes. Third, I
examined the mechanism of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization using activated downstream
helpers to demonstrate that the imidazolium-bridged intermediate can also form between
template-bound substrates. Hydrolysis and other side reactions in this experimental system were
not observed, indicating that template-directed nonenzymatic RNA polymerization proceeds with
high specificity.
My doctoral studies have already impacted current and ongoing investigations on
prebiotic RNA replication. The imidazolium-bridged dinucleotide intermediate has been invoked
to explain the regioselectivity of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization using 2-aminoimidazole
activated RNA monomers, as well as the catalytic effect of non-hydrolyzable monomer analogs
(Giurgiu et al., 2017; Tam et al., 2018). In addition, the highly selective catalysis of
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phosphodiester bond formation in the presence of Mg2+ raises fundamental, and largely
unexplored, questions regarding the role of divalent metal cations in nonenzymatic
polymerization (Walton et al., 2018). These questions are currently being explored in the Szostak
laboratory in order to understand the mechanism of the nonenzymatic phosphodiester bond
formation and to improve this step under conditions of low divalent metal ion concentration. In
this case, the isolation and characterization of the 2-aminoimidazolium bridged intermediate is
crucial for teasing apart the various effects of metal ions. For example, experiments using the
isolated dinucleotide intermediate do not have to account for inhibitory effects by the monomer,
the strength of which may also be a function of ion concentrations.
A major question that has not been pursued yet is why the rate of nonenzymatic
polymerization decreases after prolonged reaction times (Walton and Szostak, 2017). This
question may be very important for copying longer RNA sequences, which entails longer
reaction times. The decrease in reaction rate is incompletely explained by the accumulation of
hydrolysis products, suggesting additional inhibitors of nonenzymatic polymerization are being
formed. Pinpointing the source or sources of inhibition requires the identification of trace
products in the reaction mixture and characterization of their possible inhibitory effects. Based
upon previous studies, it seems likely that 2′,5′-phosphodiester linked dinucleotides would
accumulate in the reaction mixture to levels that would inhibit polymerization (Kanavarioti,
1997; Kanavarioti et al., 1999). At first, these 2′,5′-phosphodiester linked dinucleotides would
also contain 5′ terminal activation with an imidazole group (Figure 2.17a), and therefore could
further react through ligation, hydrolysis, or cyclization reactions. It is also interesting to
consider whether the 2′,5′-phosphodiester linked dinucleotides could also function as activated
downstream helpers, as has been shown for canonical 3′,5′-linked dimers (Prywes et al., 2016). If
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so, the accumulation of 2′,5-linked activated dinucleotides would not be entirely detrimental, and
actually may help enable the copying of longer mixed sequence templates.
My studies of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization also stress the influence of trace
components on the outcome of the reaction. For example, the 2-methylimidazolium-bridged
intermediate is undetectable by NMR under standard reaction conditions (Figure 3.21), but exerts
a noticeable kinetic effect by increasing the rate of polymerization (Figure 2.1). In addition,
solutions of nucleotide-5′-phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide monomers form trace products
observable by NMR (Figure 3.19), none of which accumulate to more than 1 mM by 12.5 hours
of incubation. However, these trace products are suspected to exert a strong inhibitory effect on
the rate of nonenzymatic polymerization. The strong effect of trace (or relatively trace)
molecular constituents in a reaction mixture raises caution when interpreting experimental
results. For example, I took great care in my analyses to purify the guanosine-5′-phosphoro-2aminoimidazolide monomer so that contaminating dinucleotide intermediate was present at
levels (0.5% the concentration of the monomer) that did not greatly affect the result of the
experiments (Figure 4.1e). However, a significant contribution of the dinucleotide intermediate
to reaction kinetics can be observed at concentrations less than 2–4% that of the monomer
(Figures 3.12 and 4.2).
Based upon these observations, I suggest that future studies using nucleotide-5′phosphoro-2-aminoimidazolide monomers report the amount of contaminating dinucleotide
intermediate present in their monomer stocks. A quantitative comparison of the polymerization
rates of two different types of monomer could easily be skewed by different starting amounts of
the dinucleotide intermediate present as contaminants in the monomer stock. I refined the
purification of the imidazolide monomers by adjusting the relevant chromatography fractions to
pH 10 in order to prevent hydrolysis and formation of the dinucleotide intermediate during
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lyophilization (Walton and Szostak, 2016). However, studies that preceded my discovery of the
intermediate did not account for possible effects caused by the pH of the monomer stock (Figure
2.2). In addition, the very idea of comparing the extension rates of activated RNA monomers is
in contradiction to my conclusion that the majority of the rate is due to the dinucleotide
intermediate. In particular, extra care should be taken when applying Michaelis-Menten kinetics
to “primer extension by the monomer” with or without an activated downstream helper (Kim et
al., 2018). The reaction mechanisms at play are more complicated than the two-step model of
Michaelis-Menten kinetics, making difficult the interpretation of KM and Vmax.
To obtain more insightful results, a better approach may be to directly synthesize and
compare the rates of extension by the dinucleotide intermediate. Michaelis-Menten kinetics is
applicable to primer extension by the dinucleotide intermediate due to the separate binding and
reaction steps, and because the on/off rates of template binding should be much faster than the
polymerization rate. Using the purified intermediate removes competitive inhibition from the
nucleotide monomers, and the experimentally determined KM of the dinucleotide intermediate
agrees with thermodynamic binding studies (Zhang et al., 2017). Alternatively, one could
compare the concentration of the dinucleotide intermediate in different reaction mixtures over
time, and determine whether differences in concentration of the intermediate could affect the
observed rate of nonenzymatic polymerization. For example, the two monomers being compared
could have different rates of formation or decay of the dinucleotide intermediate, which would
ultimately affect the concentration of the dinucleotide intermediate and the primer extension rate
over the course of the reaction. I have reported two analytical approaches, NMR and HPLC, that
can directly measure the concentrations of the intermediate, monomer, and other components
over time in standard reaction conditions (Figures 3.18 and 4.5). Considerations of resolution,
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sensitivity, and ease will help decide which approach is preferable to measure reactant
concentrations and kinetics.
Although I have extensively used the purified dinucleotide as a tool to study the
mechanism of nonenzymatic RNA polymerization, there is much potential in using this molecule
to improve the rate, yield, and fidelity of template-directed copying reactions. According to the
kinetic model presented in Chapter 3, the activated monomers are actually competitive inhibitors
of nonenzymatic primer extension (Figure 3.12). If purified dinucleotide intermediates are used
in place of monomers in a primer extension reaction, then this inhibition is eliminated at early
time points. However, the dinucleotide intermediate will slowly hydrolyze over time, and the
hydrolysis products will be inhibitors of primer extension. Replacing monomers with the
dinucleotide intermediate may also improve the rate and yield of copying mixed templates using
activated trimer helpers (Prywes et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017). My study of a stably templatebound activated helper demonstrates that the formation of the imidazolium-bridged intermediate
can be a rate-limiting step for nonenzymatic RNA polymerization (Figure 4.3). If the
dinucleotide intermediate is used instead of the monomer, addition to the primer occurs at a
much faster rate (Figure 4.1). The reaction of the dinucleotide intermediate with the activated
helper releases an activated monomer, which can then react off-template to once again form the
dinucleotide intermediate (Figure 3.1). In contrast, the slower reaction of the activated monomer
with the activated helper releases free 2-aminoimidazole, which can accumulate to levels that
inhibit primer extension (Figure 3.18).
One concern is that my studies of the reaction mechanism may not be easily translated
into understanding or improving the rate and yield of copying longer, mixed sequence RNA
templates. For my experiments on nonenzymatic RNA polymerization, I designed relatively
simple reaction systems and only quantified addition of a single nucleotide in order to provide
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clear and interpretable results. Most of the kinetics of primer extension were quantified over the
first three minutes of the reaction in order to obtain an initial rate. In contrast, mixed sequence
copying reactions are much more complicated due to the increased variety of RNA monomers,
short oligomers, bridged intermediates, hydrolysis products, and other products of side reactions.
For example, four monomers (A, C, G, U) can react to form ten types of dinucleotide
intermediate. The possible number of imidazolium-bridged intermediate species increases further
with the addition of activated downstream helpers to the reaction mixture. All of these molecules
presumably compete for binding the template and reacting with the primer, but no systematic
measurements of this effect on reaction yield has yet to be made. In addition, the nonenzymatic
copying of mixed templates can be relatively slow and be analyzed on the timescale of days.
Therefore, slower processes like nonenzymatic RNA ligation of activated trimers, which are
typically not detectable on the timescale of minutes, may play more significant roles in these
copying reactions.
The tools for answering these questions on complex systems of nonenzymatic RNA
polymerization are readily available. Systematic analysis through kinetics, thermodynamics, and
analog studies have pushed our understanding of the reaction very far in the past few years, and I
can see no reason why they will not continue to be invaluable approaches. Still, many important
discoveries remain, and may change everything we thought we know about the reaction
mechanism once again. Only a thorough description of the reaction networks will enable
experimental demonstration of nonenzymatic RNA replication, and ultimately provide clues on
how this process could have occurred during the origin of life.
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